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WARNING
Normal use of test equipment exposesyou to a certain amount of dangerfrom
electricalshock becausetesting must often be performedwhere exposedvoltageis
present.An electricalshockcausingl0 milliampsof currentto passthroughthe heartwill
stop most human heartbeats.Higher vollagespose an evengreaterthreat becausesuch
voltagescan more easily producea lethal current.However,voltageaslow as 35 volts DC
or AC RMS should be considereddangerousand hazardoussinceit can producea lethal
current under certainconditions.Your normal work habitsshouldincludeall accepted
practicesthat will preventcontact with exposedhigh voltage,and that will steercurrent
away from your heart in case of accidental contact with a high voltage. You will
significantlyreduce the risk factor if you know and observethe following safety
precautions:
1. Don't expose high voltage needlessly.Remove housingsand covers only when
in high voltagecircuits.
necessary.
Turn off equipmentwhile makingtest connections
2. Use an insulatedfloor materialor a large,insulatedfloor mat to standon, and an
insulatedwork surfaceon which to placeequipment;and make certainsuchsurfaces
are not damp or wet. Whereinsulatedfloor surfaceis not available,wear heavygloves.
3. Use the time-proven "one hand in the pocket" technique while handling an
instrumentprobe. Be particularlycarefulto avoid contactinga nearbymetal object
that could providea goodgroundreturnpath.
4. Always use an isolation transformer to power transformerless"hot chassis"
equipment,where one side of the AC power line is connecteddirectly to the chassis.
This includes most recent televisionsetsand audio equipment.Without an isolation
transformer,the chassisof suchequipmentmay be floating at line voltage(120 VAC,
60 Hz in USA), dependingupon which way the 2-wireAC power plug is inserted.Not
only does this presenta dangerousshockhazardif the chassisis touched,but damage
to test instruments or the equipment under test may result from connectingthe
ground lead of some test instrumentsto a "hot" chassis.The ground lead of most
oscilloscopesand most other test instrumentswith 3-wire power plugs is an earth
ground.
5. On test instrumentsor any equipmentwith a 3-wire AC power plug, useonly a 3-wire
outlet. This is a safetyfeatureto keep the housingor other exposedelementsat earth
ground.
6. If possible,familiarizeyourself with the equipment being testedand the location of
its high voltage points. However, remember that high voltage may appear at
unexpectedpoints in defectiveequipment.
7. Also rememberthat AC line voltage is presenton some power input circuit points
suchas on-off switches,fuses,power transformers,
etc., evenwhen the equipmentis
turnedoff.
8. Neverwork alone.Someoneshouldbe nearbyto renderaid if necessary.
Trainingin
first aid is highly recommended.
CPR(cardio-pulmonary
resuscitation)
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INTRODUCTION
The B & K-PrecisionModel 1476 Dual-TraceOscilloscopeis a laboratory-quality,professionalinstrument for
observingand measuringwaveformsin electronic circuits.
Dual vertical inputs are provided for simultaneousviewing
of two waveforms. Low-frequency, low repetition rate
waveformsare chopped at a 200 kHz rate to provide for
simultaneousviewing. Alternate sweepof the two inputs
permitssimultaneousviewingof high-speed,
high repetitionrate waveforrns.

The dual-tracefeature,togetherwith the l0 MHz bandwidth, wide range of sweepspeeds,and high sensitivrt)
provided,make this the ideal oscilloscopefor a broadrange
of applications,including troubleshootingand repairing
electronic equipment, researchand development,and
laboratoryinstruction.

FEATURES
DUAL TRACE

Two input waveforms can be
viewed either singly or simultaneously,as desired.

FULLY
SOLIDSTATE

Only the cathoderay tube usesa
filament. All other stages use
transistors, diodes, FET's (field
e ffect transistors) and IC's.

TRIGGERED
SWEEP

LARGESCREEN

The 1476'sstability of waveform
pres€ntationsis beyond comparison with non-triggered sweeP
oscilloscopes.The sweepsremain
at rest until triggeredby the signal
being observed, to assure that
they are always synchronized.
Fully adjustabletrigger threshold
allows the desiredportign of the
waveformsto be usedfor triggering. Waveforms can also be
synchronizedto an external sync
trigger.
The 130 mm (approx.5.1 inches)
diameter cathode ray tube gives
easy-to-readpresentation on an
8 x l0 cm rectangular viewing
area.

Accurate measurementof the lnCALIBRATED
VOLTAGESCALES stantaneousvoltaees on I I different attenuator rangesfor both
ChannelA and ChannelB.

CALIBRATED
SWEEP
SPEED

EXPANDED
SCALE

A five time rtragrification (5X) of
the horizontal sweepallowscloseup examination of a portion of
the waveform.In addition, the 5X
magnification provides a maximum sw eep spee d of 0. 2
gSEC/cm.

HIGH
SENSITIVITY

Permitsthe low-capacitance,
highi mpedance, l 0: I a t t enuat ion
probes to be used for virtually all
measurements,thus assuringless
circuit loading.

VIDEO SYNC

A built-in sync separatorcircuit is
included specifically for viewing
television signals. When using
VIDEO SYNC, verticaisyncpulses
are automaticallyselectedat sweep
ti mes of 0.5 S E C /c m t o 0. 1
mSEC/cm for viewing television
frames. Horizontal sync pulsesare
automatically selected at sweep
timesof 50 pSEC/cmto I pSEC/cm
for viewingtelevisionlines.

VECTORSCOPE

The unit may be usedas a vectorscope to provide a color display
exactly as speciiiedby color television manufacturers.

CALIBRATION
SOURCE

A built-in calibrated I volt peakt o -peak square wave permits
checking and recalibrationof the
vertical amplifiers without additional equipment.

Z-AXIS
INPUT

Intensitymodulationcapabilityincludedfor time or frequencymarkers. Compatiblewith TTL logic;
brightnessincreasesin logic high
state,decreases
in logic low state.

MECHANICAL
FEATURES

Carrying handle with comfortable
moldedfingergripalsodoublesas tilt
stand. Lockingdetenteach22-l/2"
allows adjustmentof viewingangle.
Rear feet support oscilloscopein
face-uppositionand doubleas cord
wrap for storingpowercord. Slotted
bezelover faceof CRT mountsstandard oscilloscope
camerafor making
waveformphotographs.

Accurate time measurementson
l8 different ranges.

WIDEBANDWIDTH DC to l0 MHz bandwidthand 35
nSEC rise time assuredistortionfree, high resolution presentation
at high frequencies.
WIDE RANGE OF
SWEEPSPEEDS

Sweepspeedrangeof 1 pSEC/cm
to 0.5 SEC/cm provides every
speednecessaryfor viewingwaveforms from DC to l0 MHz.

SPECIFICATIONS
VE RT I CA LA M P L IF IER S(C H A a n dC H B )
Def lec t ionF ac t o r

Video Sync

0.01 V/cm to 20 V/cm in I I
calibrated ranges in l-2-5 sequence. Variablebetween ranges.

CalibrationAccuracy ! 5% on all ranges.
FrequencyResponse DC: DC to l0 MHz G3 dB)
A C :2 H z to l 0 MH z (-3 dB ).
Risetime

35 nanoseconds.

Overshoot

3% or less at I @ kHz squarewave
display.

Ringing

3% or lessat 100 kHz squarewave
display.

Input Resistance

I megohm,t 57o.

Input Capacity

2 2 p F (t3 p F ).

Max. Input Voltage

300 V (DC + AC peak) or 600 V
p'p.

OperatingModes

ChannelA only.
ChannelB only.
Dual-traceautomaticallychopped
at all sweeptimes of I mSicm and
slower; alternate trace automatically selectedfor all faster sweep
times.

Chop Frequency

2OOkHz(t2Vo).

ChannelSeparation

Better than 60 dB @ | kHz.

SWEEPCIRCUITS(Commonto CH A and CH B)
SweepSystem

I pSEC/cmto 0.5 SEC/cmin 18
calibrated ranges, in l-2-5 sequence.Variable betweenranges.
SweepTime Accuracy + <q^
SweepMagnification

Horizontal Linearity

HORIZONTAL AMPUFIER (Horizontal lnput through
CH B Input)
Deflection Factor

Obtained by enlargingthe above
sweep 5 times from center. Maximum sweep speed becomes0.2
gSEC/cm.
3% or lessdistortion.

Input Resistance

I megohm(nominal).

Input Capacity

22 pF (t3 pF).

Maximum Input
Voltage

300 V (DC + AC peak) or 600 V
p-p.

X-Y Operation

With SWEEPTIMEICM switch in
CH B position, the CH A input
becomesthe Y input (vertical) and
the CH B input becomes the X
input (horizontal). The CH B position control becomesthe horizontal position control.

CALIBRATION VOLTACE
I V p-p squarewave (t 5%) at line
frequency.
INTENSITY MODULATION
Voltage

TTL logic-compatible,high logic increasesbrightness;low logic decreasesbrightness.

Input Resistance

l0 kO (nominal).

POWERREQUIREMENTS
Input

TRIGGERING
Source

Slope

TriggeringRange

IN T
a n d EX T (l V p-p
sensitivity).MODE switch selects
sourceofinternaltrigger;
the CH A
signal is the triggering source in
the CH A and DUAL modes,and
the CH B signal is the triggering
sourcein the CH B mode.
Positiveand negative,continuously variablelevel control; pull for
AUTO.
IN T : 2 0 H z to l 0 M H z ( mi n.I cm
deflection as measured on
cathoderay tube).
E XT : D C to l 0 M H z .

.01 V/cm to 20 V/cm.

FrequencyResponse DC to I MHz ( - 3 dB).

Triggeredand automatic. In automatic mode, sweep is obtained
without input sigral.

SweepTime

Vertical and horizontalsync s€parator
circuit provided so that any portion of
compositevideowaveformcan be synchronizedand expandedfor viewing.
LINE (horiz.) and FRAME (vert.)
sync switched automatically by
SWEEP TIME/CM switch.
FRAME
0.5 SEC/cm to 0.1
mSEC/cm (vertical sync pulses).
LINE : 50 pSEC/cmto I pSEC/cm
(horizontal sync pulses).

120or 240 V AC, tlo7o, 5O/6OHz,
20 watts. (3-wire line cord, CSAapproved for oscilloscopes.) See
Fi g. 51.

PROBES
Model No.

PR-31,PR-35,PR-36,PR-37.

Attenuation
Input lmpedances

Combination l0: I and direct.
l 0:l = l 0 megohms,18 pF.
Direct = I megohm, 120 pF.

Connector

BNC

Tip

Spring-loaded,
hook-on tip.
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Fig. |.

Front panel controlsand indicators.

OPERATOR'SCONTROLS.INDICATORSAND FACILITIES
l . Cathode Ray Tube (CRT). This is the screenon which
the waveformsareviewed.

2. Scale. The 8 x l0 cm graticule provides calibration
marks for voltage (vertical) and time (horizontal)
rneasurements.

3. Pilot Lamp. Lights when oscilloscopeis tumed on.
4. SWEEP TIME/CM Switch. Horizontal sweep time
selector.Selectscalibratedsweeptimes of I pSEC/cm
(microsecond per centimeter) to 0.5 SEC/cm in l8
steps. In the CH B position, this switch disablesthe
internalsweepgeneratorand permitsthe CH B input to
providehorizontal sweep.

l l . Channel B POSITION Control. Vertical position adjustment for ChannelB trace.Becomeshorizontal position
adjustment when SWEEPTIME/CM switch 4 is in the
CH B position.

12. Channel B DC BAL Adjustment. Vertical DC Balance
adjustmentfor ChannelB trace.

13. Channel B INPUT Jack. Vertical input jack of Channel
B. Jack becomes external horizontal input when
SWEEPTIME/CM switch 4 is in the CH B position.

14. CtrannelB DC-GNDAC Switch.
DC

5. CAL |.-P

Terminal. Provides calibrated I volt
peak-to-peaksquarewave input signalat the line frequency. This is usedfor calibrationof the verticalamplifier
attenuators.

6 . < > POSITION Control. Rotatitin adiusts horizontal
position of traces(both traces when operated in the
dual trace mode). Push-pullswitch selects5X magrification when pulled out (PULL 5X MAG): normal
when pushedin.
7

TRIGGERING LEVEL Control. Sync level adjustment
determines points on waveform slope where sweep
starts;(-) equalsmost negativepoint of triggeringand
(+) equals most positive point of triggering. Push-pull
switch selects automatic triggering when pulled out
(PULL AUTO). When automatic triggering,a sweepis
generatedevenwithout an input signal.

GND Opens sigral path and grounds input to vertical
amplifier. This provides a zero-signalbase line,
the position ofwhich can be used as a reference
when performing DC measurements.
AC

Channel B. Vertical sensitivityis calibratedin I I steps
from .01 to 20 volts per cm. This control adjusts
horizontal sensitivity when the SWEEP TIME/CM
switch 4 is in the CH B position.

16. MODE Switch. Three-position lever switch; selectsthe
basic operating modes of the oscilloscope.
CH A Only the input signal to Channel A is displayed as a singletrace.
DUAL Dual-trace operation; both the Channel A and
Channel B input signals are displayed on two
separatetraces.

signal.

9. SYNC Switch. Four-position lever switch with the

CH B Only the input signal to Channel B is displayed as a single trace.

following positions.

(+) Sweep is triggered on positive-goingslope of
waveform.

Blocks DC componentof input signal.

15. Channel B. VOLTS/CM Switch. Vertical attenuator for

E. EXT TRIG Jack. Input terminals for external trigger

SLOPE. The SLOPE positions are used for viewing all
waveformsexcept televisioncompositevideo sigtals.

Direct input of AC and DC componentof input
signal.

17. Channel A VOLTS/CM Switch. Vertical attenuator for
Channel A. Vertical sensitivity is calibrated in I I steps,
from .01 to 20 volts per cm.
18. Channel A DC-GNDAC Switch.

(-) Sweep is triggered on negative-goingslope of
waveform.

DC

VIDEO. In the VIDEO positions,the sync pulsesof a
televisioncompositevideo signalare usedto trigger the
sweep;the vertical sync pulses(frame)are automatically
lor sweeptimesof 0.5 SEC/cmto 0.I mSEC/cm,
selected
and horizontal sync pulses (line) are automatically
selectedfor sweeptimesof 50 pSEC/cm to 1 prSEC/cm.

GND Opens sigrralpath and grounds input to vertical
amplifier. This provides a zero-sigral base line,
the position of which can be used as a reference
when performing DC measurements.
AC

Direct input of AC and DC component of input
sigral.

Blocks DC component of input signal.

(+) Sweep is triggeredon positive-goingsync pulse.

19. ChannelA INPUT Jack. Vertical inputjack ofChannel
A.

(-) Sweep is triggeredon negative-going
sync pulse.

l).

10. SOURCE Switch. Selects triggering source for the
sweep.
INT Sweepis triggeredby CH A sigrralwhen MODE
switch is in CH A or DUAL position.
Sweep is triggered by Channel B sigral when
MODE switch is in CH B position.
EXT Sweep is triggered by an external signal applied
at the EXT TRIG jack 8.

Channel A DC BAL Adjustment. Vertical DC balance
adjustmentfor ChannelA trace.

21. Channel A POSITION Control. Vertical position adjustment for ChannelA trace.
22. FOCUSControl.

23. INTENSITY Control. Clockwise rotation increasesthe
brightnessof trace.

24. FOWER Switch. Turns unit on and off.

25. VARIABLE Control. Fine sweep time adjustment. In

29. AC Line Cord (See Fig. 2). CSA-approvedfor oscil-

the extreme clockwise position (CAL), the sweeptime
is calibrated.

loscopes.

30. Probe(SeeFig. 3). The B & K-PrecisionModelPR-31

combinationl0: l/Direct probeshave been designed
for use with this oscilloscope.However,any probe
designedfor use with an oscilloscopehavinga nominal
input impedanceof I megohmshuntedby 35 pF and
capableof operationup to 10 MHz, can be used.

26. CH B VARIABLE Control. CH B vertical attenuator

adiustment. Fine control of CH B vertical sensitivity'
In-the extreme clockwise (CAL) position, the vertical
attenrator is calibrated.

n.

CH A VARIABLE Control. CH A vertical attenuator
adjustment. Fine control of CH A vertical sensitivityIn-the extreme clockwise (CAL) position, the vertical
attenuatoris calibrated.

31. Vector Overlay (Not Shorvn). Interchangeswith scale
for vectorscopeoperation.

28. INT MOD Jack. Intensity modulation (Z'axis) input.

CRT ROTATION
ADJUSTMENT

COMBINATIONFEET
AND CORD WRAP

DC BALANCECONTROL
(Oneon eachside)

29

28

Fig. 2. Rearandsidepanelfacilities.
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hobe details.

OPERATINGINSTRUCTIONS
INITIAL STARTINGPROCEDURE
i

the l0:l position and I megohmwith l20pF shunt
capacitancein the DIRect position. The higher input
impedance (low-capacity position) should be used
when possible,to decreasecircuit loading.

Set PO\l ER switch 24 to OFF position.

l. Connectpower cord 29 to a I l7-volt, 50160Hz outlet.
3. Set CH A POSITION control 21, CH B POSITION
controlI I and<>POSITIONcontrol 6 to the centersof
their ranges.
4. PUII TRIGGERING LEVEL control 7 to the AUTO
position.
5. Set CH A DC-GND-AC switch 18 and CH B
DC-GND-ACswitch 14 to the GND positions.
6. Set MODE switch 16 to the CH A position for
single-traceoperation or the DUAL position for dualtraceoperation.
7. Tum on oscilloscopeby turning POWERswitch 24 to
ON position. Pilot lamp 3 will light.
8. Wait a few secondsfor the cathoderay tube (CRT) to
warm up. A trace(two tracesif operatingin the DUAL
mode) shouldappearon the face of the CRT.
9. If no trace appears,increase(clockwise)the setting of
INTENSITY control 23 until the trace is easilv
observed.
10. Adjust FOCUScontrol 22and INTENSITY control23
for the thinnest,sharpesttrace.
I 1. Readjustpositioncontrols6,21 andl I if necessary,
to
centerthe traces.
12. Check for proper adjustment of DC BAL controls 12
and 20 as described in the MAINTENANCE AND
CALIBRATION portion of this manual.Theseadjustmentsrequirecheckingonly periodically.
The oscilloscopeis now ready for making waveform
measurements.
CAUTION
Never allow a small spot of high brilliance to
remain stationary on the screenfor more than a
few seconds.The screenmav becomepermanentlv
-or
burned. Reduce intensity
keep ihe spot iir
motion by causingit to sweep.

SINGI,E-TRACE WAYEFORM OBSERVATION
Either Channel A or Channel B can be used for
single-traceoperation. For simplicity, ChannelA is usedin
the following instructions.
l. Perform the steps of the "Initial Starting Procedure"
with the MODE switch 16 in the CH A position. Then
connect the probe cable to the CH A INPUT jack 19.
The following instructions assume the use of the
B & K-PrecisionModel PR-3i combinationprobes.
2. For all except low-amplitude waveforms,the probes
are set for l0: I attenuation.For low-amplitudewaveforms (below 0.5 volt peak-to-peak),set the probe for
DIRect. SeeFig. 3 for changingthe probesfrom l0:l
to DIRect, or vice versa.The probe has a l0 megohm
input impedancewith only l8 pF shunt capacitancein

J.

SetCH A DC-GND-ACswitch l8 to AC for measuring
only the AC component(this is the normal position for
most measurementsand must be used if the point
being measuredincludes a large DC component).Use
the DC position for measuringboth the AC component
and the DC reference, and any time a very low
frequency waveform (below 5 Hz) is to be observed.
The GND position is required only when a zero-signal
ground reference is required, such as for DC voltage
readings.

4. Connect ground clip of probe to chassisground of the
equipment under test. Connect the tip of the probe to
the point in the circuit where the waveform is to be
measured.
WARNING
a.

If the equipment under test is a transformerless AC powereditem, use an isolation transformer to prevent dangerouselectricalshock.

b.

The peak-to-peak voltage at the point of
measurement should not exceed 600 volts
when using the DIRect position of the probe.

5. Set CH A VOLTS/CM switch 17 to a position that
gives 2 to 6 cm (two to six largesquareson the scale)
vertical deflection. The display on the screen will
probably be unsynchronized.The remainingstepsare
concemed with adjusting synchronizationand sweep
speed, which presents a stable display showing the
desired number of waveforms.Any signal that produces at least I cm vertical deflection develops sufjicient tigger signal to synchronize the sweep.

6. Set SOURCE switch l0 to the INT position. This
provides internal sync so that the waveform being
observed is also used to trigger the sweep. Most
waveforms should be viewed using internal sync. When
an external sync source is required, the SOURCE
switch should be placed in the EXT position and a
cable should be connected from the EXT TRIG jack 8
to the externalsync source.
Set SYNC switch 9 to the VIDEO(+) or (-) positions
for observingtelevisioncompositevideo waveformsor
to the SLOPE(+) or SLOPE(-) positionsfor observing
all other types of waveforms.Use the (+) position_if
the sweepis to be triggeredby a positive-goingwave,or
the (-) position if the sweep is to be triggeredby a
negative-goingwave. If the type of waveform is
unknown, the SLOPE(+) position may be used.

8. ReadjustTRIGGERING LEVEL control 7 to obtain a

synchronizeddisplaywithout jitter. As a startingpoint,
the control may be pushedin and rotated to any point
that will produce a sweep, which is usually somewhere
in the center portion of its range. The trace will
disappear if there is inadequate signal to trigger the
sweep, such as when measuringDC or extremely low
amplitude waveforms. If no sweep can be obtained,

pull the control out (PULL AUTO) for automatic
triggering.
9. Set SWEEPTIME/CM switch 4 for the desirednumber
of waveforms.This control may be set for viewing only
a portion of a waveform, but the trace becomes
progressivelydimmer as a smaller portion is displayed.
This is becausethe sweepspeedincreases
but the sweep
repetition rate doesnot change.
NOTE
When usingvery fast sweepspeedat low repetition
rates, the operator may wish to operate with the
intensity control toward maximum. Under these
conditions, a retrace "pip" may appear at the
extreme left of the trace. This doesnot in any way
affect the oscilloscope operation and may be
disregarded.
10. After obtainingthe desirednumber of waveforms,asin
step 9, it is sometimes desirable to make a final
adjustment of the TRIGGERING LEVEL control 7.
The (-) direction selectsthe most negativepoint on the
waveform at which sweeptriggering will occur and the
(+) direction selects the most positive point on the

.}

waveform at which sweep triggering will occur. The
control may be adjusted to start the sweep on any
desiredportion of the waveform.
I l. For a close-upview of a portion of the waveform,pull
outward on the<)POSITION control 6. This expands
the sweep by a factor of five (5X magrification) and
displays only the center partion of the sweep.To view
a portion to the left of center, turn the<>POSITION
control clockwise, and to view portion to the right of
center, turn the control counterclockwise.
Pushinward
on the control to return the sweep to the normal,
non-magnifiedcondition.
CALIBRATED VOLTAGE MEASLJR-EMENT(SeeFig. a)
Peak voltages,peak-to-peakvoltages,DC voltagesand
voltages
of a specific portion of the complex waveform are
easily and accurately measured on the Model 1476
Dual-TraceTriggeredSweepOscilloscope.
l. Adjust controls as previouslyinstructed to display the
waveformto be measured.
2. Set CH A VOLTS/CM switch 17 for the maximum
vertical deflection possible without exceeding the
limits of the verticalscale.

POSIT ION CONT ROL A D JU S TE D S O TH A T
T OP OF WAVEF ORM C R OS S E SC E N TE R OF
VERT ICAL SCAL E MA R K E R FOR A C C U R A C Y
AND EASE OF RE A D IN G

t qTo1"t

POSITION CONTROLADJUSTED
SOTHAT BOTTOMOF WAVEFORMA LI G NSEXACTLYW I TH
A HORIZO NTALREFERENCE
LI NE

VOLTS/cm
SET TO
.o2v
EXAM PL E:
VERT ICAL DEF L ECT I ON
VOL T AGE/CM

.O2Yx 4.2
PRO BEATTENUATI O N
PEAK- TO - PEAK
W AVEFO RM

Fig. 4.

l0

4.2cm
.O2 v
.084V
10
0.84V

10:1
P R OB E A TTE N U A TION

Typical voltagemeasurement.

3. Read the amount of verticaldeflection(in cm) from
the s;ale. The CH A POSITIONcontrol 2l may be
rea.ltustedro shift the referencepoint for easierscale
a DC voltage,adjust
:erJrngri desired.Whenmeasuring
::.r' CH A POSITION control 2l to a convenient
reierencewith the CH A DC-GND-ACswitchl8 in the
G\D position, then note the amount the trace is
deflectedwhen the switch is placedin the DC position.
The trace deflectsupward for a positive voltageinput
and downwardfor a negativevoltageinput.
4. Calculatethe voltage reading as follows: Multiply the
vertical deflection (in cm) by the VOLTS/CM control
l7 setting(seeexamplein Fig.4) Don't forget that the
voltage reading displayedon the oscilloscopeis only
l/l0th the actual voltage being measuredwhen the
probe is set for l0: I attenuation.The actualvoltageis
displayedwhen the probe is set for DIRect measurement,
5. Calibration accuracy of this oscilloscope may be
occasionallychecked by observingthe I volt peak-topeak squarewave signalavailableat the CAL lV P-P
jack 5. This calibrated source should read exactly I
volt peak-to-peak.If a need for recalibration is indicated, see the "MAINTENANCE AND CALIBRATION" section of the manualfor completeprocedures.

CALIBRATED TIME MEASUREMENT (SeeFig. 5)
Pulse width, waveform periods, circuit delays and all
other waveform time durations are easily and accurately
measured on this oscilloscope. Calibrated tinp rneasure'
ments from .5 second down to 0.1 microsecond are
possible. At low sweep speeds,the entire waveform is not
visible at one time. However, the bright spot can be seen
moving from left to right across the screen,which makes
the beginning and ending points of the measurementeasy
to spot.
l. Adjust controls as previously described for a stable
display of the desiredwaveform.
2. Set the SWEEP TIME/CM control 4 for the largest
possible display of the waveform segment to be
measured,usually one cycle.
3. If necessary,readjustthe TRIGGERING LEVEL control 7 for the most stable display.
4. Read the amount of horizontal deflection (in cm)
ThecPOSITION
betweenthe points of measurement.
control 6 may be readjusted to aligrr one of the
measurementpoints with a vertical scale marker for
easierreading.
5. Calculate the time duration as follows: Multiply the
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horizontal deflection(in cm) by the SWEEPTIME/CM
switch 4 setting (see example in Fig. 5). Remember,
when the 5X magnificationis used,the result must be
dividedby 5 to obtain the actualtime duration.
6. Time measurements
often requireexternalsync.This is
especiallytrue when measuringdelays.The sweepis
started by a sync sigral from one circuit and the
waveformmeasuredin a subsequentcircuit. This allows
measurementof the display between the sync pulse
and the subsequentwaveform.To perform suchmeasurementsusing external sync, usethe following steps:
a.

Set the SOURCEswitch l0 to the EXT position.

b.

Connect a cable from the EXT TRIG jack 8 to the
sourceof sync sigral. Usea short shieldedcable.

c.

Set the SYNC switch 9 to the SLOPE(+) or (-)
position for the proper polarity for the sync signal.

d.

Readjustthe TRIGGERING LEVEL control 7 if
necessary
for a stablewaveform.

e.

If measuringa delay, measurethe time from the
start of the sweepto the start of the waveform.

7. Another excellentmethod for measuringtime delaysis
with dual-traceoperation.The proceduresare given in
the "DUAL-TRACE APPLICATIONS" section of the
manual,
EXTERNAL HORTZONTAL INPUT (X-y OPERATTON)
For some measurements,
an extemal horizontal deflection sigral is required. This is also referred to as an X-Y
measurement,where the Y input providesvertical deflection and the X input provideshorizontal deflection. The
horizontal input may be a sinusoidalwave, such as for
phase measurement,or an external sweep voltage. This
input must be 10 mV per cm of deflectionor greater;thus
any voltage of 100 mV or greater is sufficient for
satisfactoryoperation.To use an externalhorizontalinput,
usethe following procedure:
1. Set the SWEEPTIME/CM switch 4 fully clockwiseto
the CH B position.
2. Use the Channel A probe for the vertical input and the
ChannelB probe for the horizontalinput.
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Oscilloscopetrace with Z-axis input.

DUALTRACE WAVEFORM OBSERVATION
(Refer to Fig. 7)
In observing simultaneous waveforms on channelsA
and B, it is necessarythat the waveforms be related in
frequencyor that one of the waveformsbe synchronizedto
the other although the basic frequenciesmay be different.
An example of this is in checking a frequency divider or
mulliplier. The reference,or "clock" frequencycan be used
on ChannelA, for example,and the multiple or submultiple
of this reference frequency will be displayedon ChanneiB.
In this way, when the waveform display of Channel A is
synchronized, thq display on Channel B will also be in sync
with the Channel A display. If two waveforms having no
phaseor frequencyrelationshipto eachother are displayed
simultaneously,it will be difficult if not impossibletb lirck
both waveformsin sync for any usefulobservation.
To display two waveforms simultaneously for observation, usethe following procedure:
l. Perform the steps of the "Initial StartingProcedure."

3. Adjust the amount of horizontal deflection with the
CH B VOLTS/CM control 15.

2. Connect oscilloscopeprobe cablesto both the CH A
and CH B IMUT jacks 19 and 13.

4. The CH B POSITION control I I now servesas the
horizontal position control, and the <> POSITION
control is disabled.

3. If the recommendedB & K-PrecisionModel PR-31
oscilloscopeprobes are used, 10 : I attenuation
should be used except for waveforms of 0.5 volt
peak-to-peakor less. For the lower amplitude waveforms the DIRect position should be used.See Fig. 3
for changingthe probe from l0:l to DIR or vice veisa.
Whenever possible, use the high impedance, low
capacity l0: I position to minimize circuit loading.

NOTE
Do NOT use the PULL 5X MAG control durine
X-Y operation.Use the CH B VOLTS/CM controT
to adjusthorizontal gain.

4. Set MODE switch 16 to the DUAL position. Two
tracesshouldappearon the screen

5. All sync controls are disconnectedand haveno effect.
Z.NilS INPUT
.The trace displayed on the screen may be intensity
modulated (Z-aas input) where frequency-or time-scall
rygks 99 required.A TTL compatiblesigrralappliedat the
INT MOD (intensity modulation)j ack 24 on th-e-rear
of the
oscilloscopewill govide allernate brightnessand blanking
of the trace.SeeFig. 6.

t2

5. Adjust CH A and CH B POSITIONcontrols2l and ll
to place the Channel A trace above the Channel B
trace, and adjust both tracesto a convenientreference
mark on the scale.
6. Set both the CH A and CH B DC-GND-ACswitchesl8
and 14 to the AC position.This is the position usedfor
most measurementsand must be used if the points
beingmeasuredinclude a largeDC component.

Connectthe gound clips of the probesto the chassis
g:ound of the equipmentunder test. Connectthe tips
-.i the probes to points in the circuit where the
*aveiorms are to be measured.The sipal to which the
*aveform will be synchronizedmust be appliedto the
ChannelA input for intemal sync operation.
WARNING
a.

If the equipment under test is a transformerless AC unit. use an isolation transformerto
preventdangerouselectricalshock.

b.

The peak-to-peak voltage at the point of
measurementshould not exceed600 volts. if
the probe is usedin the DIR position.

R Set the VOLTS/CM controls l5 and 17 for ChannelsA

and B to a position that gives 2 to 3 cm vertical
deflection.The displayson the screenwill probably be
unsynchronized.The remainingsteps,although similar
to those outlined for single-traceoperation, describe
the procedure for obtaining stable, synchronized
displays.
9 . Set the SOURCEswitch l0 to the INT position. This
providesinternal sync so that the ChannelA waveform
being observedis also used to trigger the sweep.Often
in dual-traceoperation, a sync source other than the
measurementpoint for Channel A is required.In this
case set the SOURCE switch to the EXT (external)
position and connect a cable from the EXT TRIG jack
8 to the sync source.

10. Set the SYNC switch 9 to the VIDEO(+) or (-)
positions for observing te.-vrsion composite video
waveforms, or to the SLOPE (+) or SLOPE (-)
positions for observingall other types of waveforms.

Use the (+) positions if the sweep is to be triggered by
a positive-going wave, or to the (-) position if the
wave.
sweepis to be triggeredby a negative-going
I l . Adjust TRIGGERING LEVEL control 7 to obtain a
stable, synchronized sweep. As a starting point, the
control may be pushedin and rotated to any point that
will produce a sweep, which is usually somewherein
the center portion of its range.The trace will disappear
if there is inadequate signal to trigger the sweep, such
as when measuringextremely low amplitude signals.If
no sweep can be obtained, pull out the control (PULL
AUTO) for automatic triggering.

t 2 . Set SWEEPTIME/CM switch 4 for the desirednumber
of waveforms. This control may be set for viewing only
a portion of a waveform, but the trace becomes
progessively dimnrer as a smaller portion is displayed.

13. After obtaining the desired number of waveforms as in
step 12, it is sometimes desirable to make a final
adjustment of the TRIGGERING LEVEL control 7.
The (-) direction of rotation selectsthe most negative
point on the sync waveform at which sweeptriggering
will occur and the (+) direction selects the most
positive point on the sync waveform at which sweep
triggering will occur. The control may be adjusted to
start the sweep on any desired portion of the sync
waveform.

14. The obsewed waveforms of Channels A and B can
be expanded by a factor of 5 by pulling outward
on the <>POSITION control 6. This control can then
be rotated clockwise or counterclockwise to view the
left and right extremes of the waveform displays as
desired. Push inward on the control to retum the
sweepto the normal, non-magrrifiedcondition.

15. Calibrated voltage measurements,calibrated time measurements and operation with Z-axis input are identical
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to those previously describedfor single-traceoperation.
Either the Channel A or Channel Bvertical adjustment
controls can be used as required in conjunction with
the horizontal sweep controls to obtain the required
amplitude or time interval measurements.This can be
done either by using the dual display facilities such as
the DUAL position of the MODE switch or by
reverting to single-traceoperation, using the CH A or
CH B positions of the MODE switch.

DUAL.TRACE APPLICATIONS
INTRODUCTION
The most obvious and yet the most useful feature of
the dual-trace oscilloscopeis that it has the capability for
viewingsimultaneouslytwc waveformsthat are frequencyor phase-related,or that have a common synchronizing
voltage, such as in digitd circuitry. Simultaneousviewing of
"Cause and Effect" waveforms is an invaluable aid to the
circuit desigrer or the repairman. Severalpossibleapplications of the dual-trace oscilloscope will be reviewed in
detail to familiarize the user further in the basic operation
of this oscilloscope.
FREQUENCY DTVIDER WAVEFORMS
Fig. 7 illustrates the waveforms involved in a basic
divide-by-two circuit. Fig. A indicates the referenceor
"clock" pulse train. Fig. B and Fig. C indicate the possible
outputs of the divide-by-twocircuitry. Fig. 7 alsoindicates
the settings of specific oscilloscope controls for viewing
these waveforms.In addition to thesebasic control settings,
the TRIGGERING LEVEL control, as well as the Channel
A and Channel B vertical position controls should be set as
required to produce suitable displays.ln the drawing of Fig.
7, the waveform levels of 2 cm are indicated. The Channel
B waveform may be either that indicatedin Fig. TBor 7C.
In Fig. 7C the divide-by-two output waveform is shown for
the casewhere the output circuitry respondsto a negativegoing waveform. ln this case, the output waveform is
shifted with respect to the leading edge of the reference
frequency pulse by a time interval corresponding to the
pulse width.
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DIVIDEBY.EIGHT CIRCUIT WAVEFORMS
Fig. 8 indicates waveform relationships for a basic
divide-byeigfit circuit. The basic oscilloscope settings are
identical to thoseusedin Fig. 7. The referencefrequencyof
Fig. 8A is supplied to the Channel A input, and the
divide-by+ight output is applied to the Channel B input.
Fig. B indicates the ideal . time relationship between the
input pulsesand the output pulse.

t4

In an application where the logic circuitry is operating
at or near its maximum desigrrfrequency, the accumulated
rise time effects of the consecutivestagesproduce a built-in
time propagation delay which can be sigrificant in a critical
circuit and must be compensatedfor. Fig. 8C indicatesthe
possible time delay which may be introduced into a
frequency divider circuit. By use of the dual-trace oscilloscope the input and output waveforms can be superimposed to determine the exact amount of propagation
delay that occurs. Sigrificant propagation delay may occur
in any circuit with several consecutive stages.Using the
proceduresgiven for calibratedtime measurement,Tp can
be alculated. A more precisemeasurementcan be obtained
if the Tp portion of the waveformis expandedhorizontally.
This may be done by pulling the PULL 5X MAG control. It
also may be possible to view the desired portion of the
waveformat a fastersweepspeed.
DIGITAL CIRCI.IIT TIME REL,dTIONSHIPS
A dual-trace oscilloscope is a necessity in designing,
manufacturingand servicrngdigital equipment. A dual-trace
oscilloscope permits easy comparison of time relationships
betweentwo waveforms.
In digital equipment it is common for a large number
of circuits to be synchronized, or to have a specific time
relationship to each other. Many of the circuits are
frequency dividers as previously described,but waveforms
are often time-relatedin many other combinations.In the
dynamic state, some of the waveforms change,depending
upon the input or mode of operation. Fig. 9 showsa typical
digital circuit and identifies severalof the points at which
waveform measurementsare appropriate. The accornpanying Fig. l0 showsthe normal waveformsto be expectedat
each of these points and their timing relationships. The
individual waveforms have limited value unles their timing
relationship to one or more of the other waveforms is
known to be correct. The dual-traceoscilloscopeallows this
comparison to be made. In typical fastrion,waveform No. 3
would be displayedon ChannelA and waveform No. 4 thru
No. 8 and No. 10, would be successivelydisplayed on
Channel B, although other timing comparisons may be
desired.WaveformsNo. 1l through No. 13 would probably
be displayed on Channel B in relationship to waveform No.
8 or No.4 on ChannelA.
ln the family of time-related waveforms shown in Fig.
10, waveform No. 8 or No. l0 is an excellentsync source
for viewing all of the waveforms;there is but one triggering
pulse per frame, For convenience,external sync using
waveform No. 8 or No. l0 as the sync source may be
desirabie"With externalsync, any of the waveformsmay be
displayed without readjustment of the sync controls.
WaveformsNo. 4 thru No. 7 shouldnot be usedas the sync
source becausethey do not contain a triggering pulse at the
start of the frame. It would not be necessaryto view the
entire waveformsas shown in Fig. i0 in all cases.In fact,
there are many times when a closer examination of a
portion of the waveformswould be appropriate.In such
cases,it is recommendedthat the sync remain unchanged
while the sweep speed or 5X magnification be used to
expandthe waveformdisplay.
GATED RINGING CIRCUIT
The circuit and waveforms of Fig. I I are shown to
demonstratethe type of circuit in which the dual-trace
oscilloscopeis effective both in desip and troubleshooting

3rtliJ3uons. The basic oscilloscopecontrol settings are
ije:.i::al !o those of Fig. 7. WaveformA is the reference
'*r\:'iorm and is applied to Channel A input. All other
;:ieiorms are sampledat ChannelB and comparedto the
:eierence waveform of Channel A. The frequency burst
srmal can be examined more closely either by increasing

the sweep time per centimeter to '5- mSEC peJ centimeter
or bv puiline oui on the <>POSITION control to obtain 5
'maeniiication" This control can then be rotated as
timei
desired to- center the desiredwaveform information on the
oscilloscopescreen.
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DELAY LINETESTS
The dual-trace feature of the oscilloscopecan also be
usedto determinethe delay times of transmissiontype delay
lines as well as ultrasonic type delay lines. The inpirt pulsir
can F used to-trigger or synchronizethe ChannelA diiplay
and the delay line output can be observedon Channel b. A
repetitive type pulse will make it possible to synchronize
the displays. The interval between iepetitive pulsesshould
b9
compared to the delay time io be ini,estigated.In
-large to determining delay time, the pulse
addition
dfstortion
inheren_tin the delay line can be determinid by examination of the delayed pulse observed on the Channel B
waveform display. Fig. 12 demonstratesthe typical oscilloscope settings as well as the basic test circuit. Typical
Tput and.output waveforrnsare shown on the oscillosiope
display. Any pulse stretching and ripple can be observid
and evaluated. The results of moAfying the input and
output terminationscan be observeddirectly.
A common application of the delay line checks is
found in color television.receivers.Fie. t: shows the
oscilloscope settings and typical circuil connections to
l6

check the "{" delay lin-e employed in the video amplifier
section. The input waveform and the output waveforh are
compared for delay time, using the horizohtal sync pulse of
the composite video signal for reference. The indicated
delay is approximately one microsecond. In addition to
determining the-delay characteristicsof the line, the output
waveform revpals any distortion that may be introduied
lrom an impedance mismatch or a geatly attenuated
output resulting from an open line.
STEREO AMPLIFIER SERVICING
Another convenient use for dual-channeloscilloscopes
is in t-roubleshootingstereo amplifiers. If identical channel
ampliliers are usedand the output of one is weak, distorted
or otherwise abnormal, the dual-trace oscilloscopecan be
efficiently used to localize the defective state. \t4th an
identical.sigral applied to the inputs of both amplifiers,a
side-by-side comparison of both rmits can Ue -maOe6v
progessively sampling identical signal points in botir
amplifiers. When the defectiveor malfunctioningstagehas
been located, the effects of whatever troublesh6otiri'gand
repair-methodsare employed can be observedand anal--yzed
immediatelv.

VIDEO EQUIPMENT SERVICING
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Many of the video servicing procedures can be
performed using single-traceoperation. Theseare outlined
later in the applicationss€ction coveringsingle-traceoperations. One of these procedures,viewing the VITS (ve;tical
interval test sigral), can be accomplished much more
effectively using a dual-trace oscilloscope. As outlined in
the single-traceapplications section and as shown in Fig. 20
and 21. the information on the Field #l and Field 1t2
vertical blanking interval pulse is different. This is shown in
detail in Fig. 20. Also, becausethe oscilloscope sweep is
synchronized to. the vertical blanking interval waveform,
the Field #l and Field *2 waveforms are superimposed
onto each otheras shown in Fig. 72, With dual-trace
operation, the signal information on each blanking pulse
can be viewed separately without overlapping. Fig. 14
indicates the sscilloscope control setting for viewing the
alternateVITS.

detector test point.

4. Set the SYNC switch as follows:

Fig. I l. Gated ringing circuit and waveform.

a.

If the sync and blanking pulses of the observed
video signal are positive, use the VIDEO(+)
switch position.

b.

If the sync and blanking pulses are negative, use
the VIDEO(-) switch position.

5. Adjust the SWEEPTIME/CM control so that 2 vertical
fields are displayed on the oscilloscopescreen.
6. Connectthe ChannelB probe (set to l0:l) to the video
detectortest point.
7. Set the MODE switch to the DUAL position.Identical
waveform displays should now be obtained on
ChannelsA and B.
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Fig. 12. Delay line measurement.

8. Set the SWEEP TIME/CM control to the.lms/CM
position. This expands the display by increasing the
sweep speed. the VITS information will appear toward
the right hand portion of the expand6d waveform
displays. The waveform information bn each trace'may
app€ar as shown in the drawing of Fig. 21. Becatrse
t-l.rereis no provision for synchronizing the oscilloscope
displqr to either of the two fields which comprise-a
complete vertical frame, it cannot be predicted-which
field display will appear on the Channd A or Channel
B display.
9. Pull the <>POS control outward to obtain an additional 5X magnification. Rotate the control in a
counterclockwise direction moving the traces to the
left until the expanded VITS information appears as
shownin Fig. 15.
NOTE
Because of the low repetition rate and the high
sweep speed combination, the brightnesslevel of
the sigral displayswill be reduced.
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Fig. 13. Checking"Y" delay line in color televisionreceivers'

10. Once the ChannelA and ChannelB displayshavebeen
identified as being either Field #l or Field #2 VITS
information, the Channel B probe may be used for
and trgubleshooting,and the ChannelA
sigrr4l-tracing
probe should be left at the video detectortest point to
insure that the sync sigral is not hterrupted. If the
sync sigral is interrupted, the waveform displaysmay
reversebecause,as previously explained, there is no
provision in the oscilloscopeto identify either of the
two verticalfieldswhich comprisea completeframe.
Fig. l5 showsthe dual-tracepresentationof the Field
#l and Field# VITS information. The Field #1 information is displayedon the bottom trace.

to whether a job can be performed more efficiently by
or the dual-tracemethod of operation.
usingthe single-trace
The following are applications in which single-traceopera'
tion is adequate.In severalcases,it will be found that an
alternate method using the dual-traceapplicationhas been
describedfor the sameapplication.
VIDEO EQUIPMENT SERVICING
A triggered sweep oscilloscope is advantageousin
servicingand aligningvideo equipment. This oscilloscope
also includes severalfeaturesthat were incorporatedto
make video servicing easier and more comprehensive.
Thesefeaturesinclude:
r

SWEEP TIME/CM control automatically selects
vertical sync at sweep speeds appropriate for
viewing frames and horizontal sync at sweep
speedsappropriatefor viewinglines.

r

Vector overlayfor color demodulatorchecks.

o

Wide bandwidth for high resolution video and
pulsepresentation.

SINGLE.TRACE APPLICATIONS
INTRODUCTION
previously
ln additionto the dual-traceapplications
outlined,thereare,of course,manyserviceandlaboratory
operation of the
applicationswhere only' single-trace
with the
oiiilloscopeii required.After gainingexperience
the userwill be ableto makethejudgmentas
oscilloscope,
l8
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.However,
the oscilloscopeshowsmuch more than the
mere presenceor absenceof sigral. lt providesa peak-topeak voltagemeasurementof the signal.The causeof poor
performancecln often be located by making such peak-topeak voltage measurements.The schematic diagam or
accompanyingservicedata on the equipmentbeingserviced
usually includes waveform pictures. These waveform
pictures include the required sweep time and the normal
peak-to-peakvoltage. Compare the peak-to-peakvoltage
readings on the oscilloscope with those shown on the
waveform pictures. Any abnormal readings should be
followed by additional readingsin the suspectedcircuits
until the trouble is isolated to as small an area as possible.
The proceduresfor making peak-to-peakvoltagemeasurements are given earlier in the CALIBRATED VOLTAGE
MEASUREMENT paragraph.
Fig. 15. Oscilloscopepresentation of fields I and 2 of
VITS information.
SIGNALTRACING AND PEAK.TO.PEAK
VOLTAGE READINGS
For generaltroubleshootingand isolation of troublesin
televisionreceivers(or almost any other electronic equipment for that matter), the oscilloscopeis an indispensable
instrument. It provides a visual display of absenceor
presenceof normal signals.This method (sigrral-tracing)
may be used to trace a sigral by measuringseveralpoints in
proceedalong the sigral
the signal path. As measurements
path, a point may be found where the sigral disappears.
When this happens,the sourceof trouble has beenlocated.

COMPOSITEVIDEO WAVEFORM ANALYSIS
Probably the most important waveform in video
servicingis the compositewaveformconsistingof the video
signal, the blanking pedestalsand the sync pulses.Fig. l6
and 17 show typical oscilloscopetraces when observing
compositevideo sigrals synchronizedwith horizontal sync
pulsesand vertical blanking pulses.Compositevideo signals
can be observedat various stagesof the televisionreceiver
to determine whether circuits are performing normally.
Knowledge of waveform makeup. ihe appeaianceof 'a
normal waveform, and the causesof various abnormal
waveforms help the technician locate and correct many
problems.The technicianshould study such waveformsin a
television receiver known to be in good operating con-
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Fig. 16. Set-upfor viewinghorizontal linesof compositevideq signal.
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dition, noting the waveform at various points in the video
amplifier.
for viewingconpositevideo
To set up the oscilloscope
waveforms,usethe following procedure:
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l. Tune the televisionset to a local channel.
2. Set the MODE switch to the CH A position.
3. Set the SWEEP TIME/CM switch to the l0 sS/cm
position for observinghorizontal lines or to the 2
verticalframes.
mS/cmpositionfor observing
4. Setthe SyNC switchto the VIDEO+ position.
5. Set the SOURCEswitch to the INT position.
6. Pull the TRIGGEzuNG LEVEL control for automatic
sync,
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7. Set the CH A DC-GND-ACswitch to the AC position.
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Fig. 18. Analysisof sync pulsedistortion.
8. Connect a probe cable to the CH A INPUT 1ack.
Connectthe-gound clip of the probe to the television
set chassis.With the probe set for l0:l attenuation,
connect the tip of the probe to the video detector
output of the televisionset.
9. Set the CH A VOLTS/CM switch for the largestvertical
defleetionpossiblewithout goingoff-scale.

N OR MA L
S Y N C P U LS E

10. If necessary,rotate the TRIGGERING LEVEL control
to a position that providesa synchronizeddisplay.
I l. If the sync and blanking pulsesof the displayedvideo
signals are positive, set the SYNC srvitch to the
VIDEO+ position;if the sync and blankingpulsesare
negative,
usethe VIDEO- position.
12. Pushin the TRIGGERING L:'YEL control and rotate
to a position that providesa well-synchronized
display.
13. Adjust the INTENSITY and FOCUS controls for the
desiredbrightnessand best focus.
14. To view a specificportion of the waveform,such as the
color burst, pull outward on the <>POSITIONcontrol
for 5X magrification. Rotate the samecontrol left or
rigltt to selectthe desiredportion of the waveform to
be viewed.
15. Compositevideo waveformsmay be checkedat other
points on the video circuitsby movingthe probe tip to
those points and changing the VOLTS/CM control
setting as requiredto keep the displaywithin the limits
of the scale, and by readjustingthe TRIGGERING
LEVEL control to maintain stabilization. The polarity
of the observed waveform may be reversedwhen
moving from one monitoring point to another; therefore, it may be necessaryto reversethe polarity of the
SYNC.
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Fig. 19. Sync pulsewaveforrns.
11TS (VERTTCAL TNTERVAL TEST STGNAL)
SYIIC PULSE ANALYSIS
The IF amplifier responseof a televisionreceivercan
be evaluatedto some extent by careful observationof the
horizontal sync pulse waveform. The appearanceof the
sync pulse waveform is affected by the IF amplifier
bandpasscharacteristics.
Sometypical waveformsymptoms
and their relation to IF amplifier responseare indicated in
Fig. 18. Sync pulse waveform distortions produced by
positive or negativelimiting in IF overloadconditions are
shownin Fig. 19.

Most network televisionsignalscontain a built-in test
signal (the VITS) that can be a very valuable tool in
troubleshootingand servicingtelevisionsets.This VITS can
localize trouble to the antenna,tuner, lF or video sections
and shows when realigrment may be required.The following proceduresshow how to analyzeand interpret oscilloscopedisplaysof the VITS.
The VITS is transmitted during the vertical blanking
interval. On the television set, it can be seen as a brighi
white line above the top of the picture, when the vertiial
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linearity or height is adjustedto view the vertical blanking
interval (on TV setswith internal retraceblankingcircuits,
the blankingcircuit must be disabledto seethe VITS).
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tire VITS appearsat the bottomof the verticalblankingpulse
and just beforethe first line of video.
Each of the multi-burst frequenciesis transmitted at
equal amplitude. By observingthe comparativearnplitudes
of these frequenciesafter the signal is processedthrough
the televisionreceiver,the frequencyresponseof the set is
checked.
Set up the oscilloscopeasfollows to view the VITS:
1. Connectthe CH A probe(setat l0:1) to the output of
the video detector or other desiredtest point in the
video sectionof the televisionset.
2. If the television set has a ve{tical retrace blanking
circuit, bypassthis circuit during the measurement.

I,EURIT

3. Setthe MODE switchto CH A.

\

4. Set up the oscilloscopetbr vertical cornpositevicleo
waveformanalysisas previouslydescribed.Two vertical
frameswill be visible.

Fig. 20. Typical VITS signal, fields I and 2.

Reducesweeptime to .1 millisecondper centimeter(.1
ms/cM) with the swEEP TIME/CM switch. This
expandsthe dispiayby increasingthe sweepspeed.The
VITS information will appear to ihe right on the
expandedwaveformdisplay.

6. Further expand the sweepwith the 5X magrification
(pull outward on the <>POSITION control). Rotate
the <>POSITION control in a counterclockwisedirection, moving the trace to the left, until the expanded
VITS appears.
NOTE
WHITE

w x,t€ J
8 L A cx1U

FIELO *2

aoRrz
SYNC
IZING

The brightness level of the signal display will be
reduced because,although the repetition rate is
only 60 Hz (a 16,000 pSEC period) the writing
speedis 20 pSEC/cm (.1 mSEC/cmmagrified five
times).
7. The waveform should be similar to that shown in Fig.
22. For the oscilloscopedisplay, each vertical sync
pulse starts a new sweep.This causesline 17 and line
279 (multi-burst) to be superimposed,as are lines 18

Fig. 21. Vertical blanking interval, shorvingtypical VITS information.
The transmitted VITS may vary from one channel to
another, but is a precision sequence of specific frequency,
amplitude,and waveshapesimilar to Fig. 20 and 21. The television networks use the precision signals for adjustment and
checking of network transmissionequipment,but the technician
can use them to evaluate television set performance. The first
line of Field f I (line 17) may begin with a "flag" of white video,
followed by sine wave frequenciesof 0.5 MHz, 1.5 MHz, 2
MHz, 3 MH43.6 MHz, (3.58 MHz) and 4.2 MHz. This sequence of frequenciesis called the "multi-burst." The first line
ol Field #2 (line 279) may contain an identical multi-burst. This
multi-burst portion of the VITS is the portion that can be most
valuableto the technician. The secondline of Field # I and Field
fl2 (lines l8 and 280), which may contain the sine-squaredpulse,
window pulse and the staircase of 3.58 MHz bursts at
progressivelylighter shading, are valuable to the network, but
have less value to the technician. As seen on the television
screen. Field #l is interlaced with Field #2 so that line 17 is
followed by line 279 and line l8 is followed by line 280. The enaa

Fig.22. Oscilloscope presentation of VITS information,
single-traceoperation.

and 280. The multi-burst sigrals are identical, which
reinforcesthe trace. However,lines l8 and 280 are not
ideniical and both sigralsare superimposedover each
other.
8. The presentationof the precedingparagraphs(Fig.22')
is the limit of observationpossiblewith a single-trace
oscilloscope. With the Model I4'76 oscilloscope,
however, a single-field VITS presentation can be
oscilloscope. With the Model 1416 oscilloscope,
position. This causesthe ChannelB information to be
displayed on alternate sweeps,as are Field #l and
Field #2 VITS. Becausethere is no brovision for
preselectingField #1 or Field #2 infoniration, either
Field #1 or Field #2 (Fig. 15) will appear. The
multi-burst information in the VITS is the most
valuable for troubleshootingtelevision receiversand,
becauseit is present on both Field #l and Field *2'
VITS, either can be usedfor troubleshootingand signal
tracing.
Now to u.a,lyzethe waveform.All frequenciesof the
muiti-burst are transmitted at the same level, but should
not be equally coupled through the receiver due to its
responsecurve. Fig. 23 shows the desiredresponsefor a
good color televisionreceiver,identifying eachfiequency of
the multi-burst and showing the allowable amount of
attenuationfor each. Rememberthat - 6 dB equalshalf the
referencevoltage(the 2.0 MHz modulation shbuld be used
for reference).

chance .of the antenna system causing"holes" or tilted
responseon some channels.If the VITS is abnormalat the
video detector on all channels,the trouble is probablv in
the IF amplifier stages.
As another example, let us assumethat we have a set
on the bench with a very poor picture. Our oscilloscope
shows the VITS at the video detector to be about normal
except that the burst at 2.0 MHz is low comparedto the
bursts on either side. This suggestsan IF trap is detuned
into the passband,chopping out frequenciesabout 2 MHz
below ihe picture carrier frequency. Switch to another
channel carryingVITS. If the samething is seen,then our
reasoningis right, and the IF amplifier requiresrealignment.
If the poor responseat 2 MHz is not seen on other
channels, maybe an FM trap at the tuner input is
-Other
misadjusted,causing a bite on only one channel,
traps at the input of the set could similarly be misadjusted
or faulty.
If the VITS responseat ihe detector output is normal
for all channels,the trouble will be in the video amplifier.
Iook for open peaking coils, off-va_lueresistors,-solder
bridgesacrossfoil patterns,etc.
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Performance testing and adjustment of the color
circuits in color televisionreceiversis simplified by using
the vectorscopeoperation of the oscillosiope.The addil
tional equipment needed is a color bar generator.The
B & K-hecision color bar generatorsare ideally suited for
this.
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First the horizontal and vertical gain of the oscilloscopemust be equalized(seeFig. 25).
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1. Attach vector overlay to scope. Remove bezel,insert
overlay and re-attach bezel (see Fig. 24).
2. Connect the color bar generatorto the televisionset
and tune in the color bar pattern.
3. Adjust the televisionset'shue and brilliancecontrolsto
mid-range.
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4. Set SWEEPTIME/CM control to the CH B position.
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Fig. 23. Color TV IF amplifier responsecurve.

To locaiizetrouble, start by observingthe VITS at the
video detector. This will localizetrouble to a point either
before or after the detector.If the multi-burstis normal at
the detector, check the VITS on other channels.If some
channelslook okay but others do not, you probably have
tuner or antenna-systemtroubles. Don't overlook the

5. Connect probe cablesto the CH A and CH B IMUT
jacks. ChannelA is the vertical input and ChannelB is
the horizontal input. Connect both probe tips to the
driven element of the red gun, usually the grid. If the
cathode is the driven element, then connect to the
cathode. (The driven elementis the element to which
the output signalof the color amplifier is applied.)
6. Adjust the CH A (vertical gain) and CH B (horizontal
gain) VOLTS/CM controls to obtain a compressed
45"
pattern that approximatelyfills the vector overlay.The
oscilloscopeis now set up for vectorscopeoperation.
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Fig. 25. Equalizing hor2ontal and vertical gain for Vectorscopeoperation.

7. For vector presentation, merely move the horizontal

probe to the driven element of the blue gun. The color
vector pattern is the same type as given by thg
television set manufacturer. Fig. 26 shows typical
displaysobtained for sets using 105" systemsand 9O"
syslemswith either grid drive or cathode drive.
NOTE
If the picture tube usescathode drive, the burst
will appear on the right sidq of the screen. Just
rotate'the vector overliy 180" so the BURST label
is on the rigfit side. The color bars will then aligr
with the vector overlay.
The vector display provides a very quick
measurementof the functions of the demodulators
in a color TV set. The servicemanshould famil'
iarize himself with the effect on the pattern
produced by the color controls. He should observe
ihat the color amplitude control will vary the size
of the petals but not their position. The hue
control changesthe position^ofthe petalsbut not
their ahplitude. lastly, 105" setswill havea more
elliptical pattern than 90" sets. The table below
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li3ts somecommon troubles and their effect on the
pattem.
The vector display can be used to check the
range of tlte color set's hue control. It should be
posible to rotate the R-Y petal about the vertical
axis. At the center of the hue control the R-Y
petal should be vertical. If it is not, locate the
CHROMA reference oscillator. In most sets this
oscillator is transformer-coupledto the demodulators.
A slight touch-up of this transformer is all that
is necessaryto bring the R-Y petal to a vertical
position. Do not attempt to make any adjustments
on the chromabandpassamplifiers. Theseamplifiers
are aligred by a sweep generatorand cannot in
generalbe aligred by just a vector display.
If the set has adjustable demodulators, the
vector display can also be used for demodulator
aligrment. Follow the manufacturer's alignment
procedure to locate the proper coils and instead of
counting bars simply adjust for the correct angle
between R-Y and BY.
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G R EEN
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EF F E C T O N P A T T E R N

E FFE C T ON T.V . P IC TURE

L oss o f c olor s y nc
Ove rloadingof c olor am plif ier s
Colo r am plif ier s unbalanc eoor
weak
Lack of rangeof hue control

Petalsof pattern will rotate
Petalsare crushed or flattened
Flo w e r p a t t e r n v e r y e l l i p t i c a l

V aryi ngcol ors
Color distortion
Color distortion

R-Y petal cannot be made to be
vertical
Angle between R-Y petal and B-y
petal not to manufacturer's
specification (90" or 105.
G e n e r a lS p e c i fi c a t i o n) .

Hue control won't adjust
fleshtones
U/rongcolors

De modulat or out of alignm ent

Fig.26. Vectorscopeoperationand patterns.
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TELEVISIONALIGNMENT
INTRODUCTION
Alignment of tuners, the video IF strip, and chroma
circuits in television receivers required a high-quality
oscilloscope,such as this instrument. The additionalpieces
of test equipment requiredare sweepgeneratorsfor video
sweep,IF sweepand RF sweep,marker generators,DC bias
supplies and a VTVM. The sweep generator method of
aligrrmentdisplaysa bandpassresponsecurve on the screen
of the oscilloscope of the type always shown in theory
books and in the televisionset manufacturer'saliglrment
are shown in F ig. 27).
instructions(typical response'curves
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NOTE
For a comprehensiveanalysisof televisionalignment, we recommendthe instruction manual for
the B&K Model 415 Sweep/MarkerGenerator.
This "handbook of televisionalignment" includes
not only the proceduresfor using the instrument,
but all the how and why answersabout television
aligrment in general.Even if you use other sweep
generators,this comprehensivemanual provides
valuable procedures,insights and tips that will
make aligrment easierand more professional.The
many illustrationsand easy-to-understand
step-bystep approach qualify it as the "how to align"
textbook. Copies are available from your
B & K-Precisiondistributor or the factorv.
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The most rapid way to determine the overall condition
of the tuner, IF and chroma portions of the television
receiver is to provide a constant-amplitude signal which
sweepsthrough the entire bandwidth of a given television
channel at a controlled, repetitive rate. As this signal is
processedthrough the tuned portions of the receiver,it is
shaped by the gain and bandpassproperfies of the various
sections. Becausethe signal is channeledfrom one seriesof
tuned circuits to another it is important that each section
has the proper charhcteristics.If the sigral is demodulated
at certain points and the envelope observed,the gain and
bandwidth properties up to that point can be determiJred.
Fig. 27 shows the sweep signal with basic response
curves of the tuner, IF amplifiers and chroma bandpass
circuits below it. The bandwidths shown are approximately
to scale.These outlines are similar to the curvesthat would
be obtained if the outputs of the various sectionsof the TV
receiverwere demodulatedand the curve observedon an
oscilloscope.Becauseof the relative bandwidths, the tuner
response'is
leastcritical.
Some referencefrequenciesare identified to show the
importance of proper aiignment.Notice that the chroma
frequenciesare on the slope of the IF responsecurve.This
area is the most critical becauseimproper IF aligrment in
this area will affect the amplitude and shapeof the chroma
responsecurve and this in turn affects color picture quality.

Fig.27. TV responsecurves obtained by sweep-frequency
technique.
The ideal instruments for television aligrrment are this
oscilloscopeand the B & K-hecision Sweep/MarkerGenerator. The B & K-PrecisionSweep/MarkerGeneratorprovides
all necessarysweepranges,markers and DC bias voltages,all
from one instrument. The simplified operating procedure
and calibrated accuracy of the instrument results in
precision alignment.
For complete aligrrment instructions of each particular
televisionset, follow the manufacturer'sinstructions.However, the following generalset-upinstructionsdemonstrates
useof the oscilloscopefor sweep-frequency
alignment.
ln this manual, only the proper useof the oscilloscope
is emphasized.Proper use ofthe sweepgeneratorand other
equipmentreqtriredfor alignmentshouldbe providedin the
instructionmanualsfor thoseinstruments.
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Notice that the chroma information is located on a
constant-amplitude portion of the transmitted television
spectrum. Notice that the relative amplitudes of the chroma
information are modified by passing through the tuned
circuits of the television receiver tuner and IF amplifiers.
This is shown by referenceto the overallIF responsecuwe.
Notice that the sigral information at the upper end of the
chroma frequency range (4.08 MHz) is reduced in amplitude with respectto the signallevel at the lower end of
the chroma frequency range (3.08 MHz). To compensate
for this frequency-versus-amplitudecharacteristic of the
overall IF responsecurve, a Chroma takeoff coil is used
between the IF output and the bandpassamplifier of the
chroma portion of the receiver. The chroma takeoff coil is
tuned to the upper end of the chroma frequency range
usually 4.08 MHz and provides a responseas shown in Fig.
27. TTuscompensatesfor the amplitude-versus-frequency
characteristicof the chroma portion of the overall IF
responsecurve. The result of cornbiningthe responseof the
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IF curve and the responseof the chroma takeoff coil is to
produce a flat overall responsein the chroma frequency
range (3.08 MlIz to 4.08 MHz). The resultant sigtal is then
applied to the bandpassamplifier which has the response
indicated by the overall chroma responsecurve.
Aligrment of the chroma takeoff coil is sometimes
specified as a separatestep in manufacturer'stest procedures. In other procedures, adjustment of the chroma
takeoff coil is performed together with the adjustment of
the bandpasstransformer.
SWEEPALIGNMENT METHODS
The best method of checking aligrment and determining which stagesrequire alignment is to inject an RF sweep
frequency sigral at the tuner antenna terminals. The AGC
bias line must be clarnped by application of bias or
grounding the AGC line. The outputs of the IF and chroma
circuits are then observedon an oscilloscopeand compared
to the manufacturer'srecommendedresponsecurve.
The technician can then decide which portions of the
receiver require alignment. For example, if the IF response
is satisfactory but the chroma response is not, then the
problem is between the video detector output of the IF
strip and the output of the bandpassamplifier. If the IF
responseand the chroma responseare poor then it is most
likely that the IF requires touch-up, particularly if the
responseis poor on the slope affecting chroma response.

The RF portion of the tuner seldom creates an
aligrment problem becausethe passbandis so much greater
thah that of the IF section; however, the mixer output
circuit, which is located on the tuner, may require
attention. This is part of the tuned matching network
between the tuner and the first IF stage. A separate
pre-alignment procedure is given for the link circuits by
some manufacturers.
Once the deficient portion of the receiver is determined, an alignment check of that section can be performed. The aligrment procedures vary with manufacturers.
Some suggest sigrral combinations at the tuner antenna
terminals which can generate IF and video sweep frequencies in the receiver so that overall aligrment can be
done by selecting the right combination of input sigtals.
One way of doing this is to first connect an RF sweep
generator for IF alignment. After this is complete, the
picture carrier frequency for the channel being used is
selectedand this is modulated by a video sweepsigral (this
is the VSM, or video sweepmodulation method). This video
sweep modulation is demodulated at the video detector of
the TV receiverand applied to the chroma bandpasscircuits
for the aligrment of thesestages.
Other manufacturersre'commendan IF'sweepfrequency
injected at the mixer grid (or base, if transistorizpd) for IF
aligrment. The IF picture carrier frequarby @5.75 MHz) is
then modulated with a video sweepvolfage(VSM again). As
before this is detected at the video detector of the TV
receiver and the recovered sweep voltage is ueed for the
chroma circuit alignment.
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Another method is to first video-sweep align the
chroma circuits dir.ectly. The IF is then aligred and video
sweepmodulation of the IF pix frequency(45.75 MHz) is
used to check the combined effect of the chromaresponse
of IF alignmentand chroma aligrment. Usuallya touch-up
of the chroma circuits is necessarvto obtain the desired
final overall chroma response.
ln conjunction with IF aligrment, practically all
manufacturersrecommendpre-tuningIF traps by injecting
spot frequencies into the IF (usually at a specified tuner
test point). Other proceduresoutline a prealigrmentof all
tuned circuits in the IF before sweepaligrment procedures.
In all casesthe manufacturer's method is the best for
his particular receiver and the manufacturer's service
manual is preferred for alignment. SAMS PHOTOFACT
proceduresare also reliable and in most casesrepeat the
manufacturer'sprocedure. If complete realigrment of an
apparently deficient receiverdoesnot restorethe required
response,the technician must then consider that a component failure has occurred and must employ standard
troubleshootingprocedures.

3. Connect the ground clip of the oscilloscope probe
directly to the tuner shield to minimize hum pickup.
Connect the Channel A (Vertical) probe (set to
DIRECT) to the tuner test point. The tuner test point
is normally the gid of the mixer tube or equivalent,
wherea demodulatedsigral is present.
4. Set the CH A VOLTS/CM control for maximum
sensitivityand operatethe sweepgeneratorat low level
to avoid overloading the television receiver, which
would distort the response curye and provide an
erroneous picture of alignment on the oscilloscope
screen.
5. The oscillorope sweepand sweepgeneratormust be in
exact synchronizationand phasewith each other for
proper presentationof the respons€curve.This is easily
accomplished for sinusoidal or sawtooth sweep by
setting the oscflloscopefor external horizontal input
(SWEEP TIME/CM to CH B position) and connecting
the horizontal sweepvoltage from the sweepgenerator
to the Channel B input terminal on the oscilloscope.
6. Select the marker generator frequencies required to
measurethe upper and lower responseof the tuner.

TLINER ALIGNMENT (Refer to Fig. 28)
l, Connect the output of the sweep generatorto the
antenna terminals of the television set. Adjust the
sweepgeneratorto sweepone of the TV channels.

7. T'lte tuner response curve is now displayed on the
oscilloscope. See the manufacturer's instructions for
the response curve specifications and the necessary
adjustmentsfor realignment.

2. Tune the TV set to the samechannel.
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IF ALIGNMENT (Refer to Fig. 29)
l. Connect the output of the sweep generator to the
signal injection point of the mixer. Adjust the sweep
generator to sweep the IF frequency band. (If the
tuner has been properly aligrred, RF sweep may be
applied at the antennaterminals.)
2. Synchronize the oscilloscope sweep with the sweep
generator as previously described in the TIJNER
ALIGNMENT procedure.
3. Connect the gound clip of the oscilloscope vertical
probe to the television set chassis.

-l
3o8MHz

4o8Mf'z
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4. Connect the vertical probe of the oscilloscopeto the
video detectoroutput.
5. Set the CH A VOLTS/CM gain control for suitable
viewing of the responsecurye.
6. Keep the sweepgenerator output level low to prevent
overloading. Follow the manufacturer's recommendations on disablingAGC.
7. Select the marker generator frequencies required to
check the critical frequenciesof interest (see Fig. 30.)
A sweepand marker generatorcapableof displaying all
the markers simultaneously, such asthe B & K-hecision
Model 415, is a big advantage.
8. Follow the manufacturer's instructions for evaluating
the responsecurve and making the alignment.

VALLEY
r57" MAX
Lr roToMAx
4.50 MHZ--l

I
I
l

Fig. 31 . Typical chroma respons€curve, showing tolerance
rangesof responselevels.
to sweep approximately the 4l to 44MHz band of
frequencies. Use the same IF injection level that was
used for IF alignment.

45.OO
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2. Apply the proper DC bias to the color killer to enable
the celor amplifiers (bandpassamplifiers). Refer to the
manufacturer's instructions for the correct bias level.
3. Synchron4e the oscilloscope sweep as previously
describedfor tuner alignment.
4. Use a demodulator probe for the vertical input
(Channel A) to the oscilloscope.Measurethe response
curve at the input to the demodtrlators.
5. Set the vertical gain controls of the oscilloscope
CH A (VOLTS/CM) for a convenient viewing size on
the screen.
6. A re-sponsecurve similar to that shown in Fig. 3l
should be seen.Selectthe marker generatorfrequencies
of interest. Refer to the manufacturer'sinstructions for
bandpassspecificationsand atgnment procedure.

Fig.30. Typical IF response curve, showing tolerance
rangesof responselevels.

NOTES

CHROMA ALIGNMENT (Refer to Fig. 32)
IF alignment must be satisfactorily completed
before starling this chroma aligrment procedure. If direct
injection of video sweepis used rathei than the IF sweep
injection specineAherein, the responsecurve is altered
drastically. Follow the manufacturei's procedure explicitly
f9.r such direct injection of video sweep for it ro-i
alignment.
1. Ipave the sweep/markergenerator and AGC bias
connectedas for IF alignment.Set the sweepgenerator
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Frg.32. Typicalchromaalignmentset-up.
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Adjust the demodulator according to the manufaciurer's instructions so the marker moves equal
distances from center as the marker frequency is
increased and decreasedequal amounts from the
10.7MHz centerfrequency.

FM RECEIVER ALIGNMENT
Refer to Fig. 33
Procedure:
l. Conriect a sweep generator to the mixer input of the
FM receiver. Sbt the sweep generator for a lO.7 Mllz
centeredsweep.

PHASEMEASUREMENT

2. Connect the sweep voltage output of the sweep
generator to the Channel B input jack of the oscilloscope and set the oscilloscopecontrols for external
horizontal sweep(SWEEPTIME/CM to CH B).
3. Connect the vertical hput probe to the demodulator
input of the FM receiver.

Phase measurements may be 'made with an oscilloscope. Typical applications are in circuits designed to
produce a specific phase strift, and measurementof phase
shift distortion in audio amplifiers or other audio networks.
Dstortion due to non-linear amplification is also displayed
in the oscilloscopewaveform.

5. Set the marker generatorpreciselyto 10.7 MHz. The
marker "pip" should be in the center of the bandpass.

A sine wave input is applied to the audio circuit being
tested. The same sine wave input is applied to the vertical
input of the oscilloscope,and the output of the tested
circuit is appliedto the horizontal input of the oscilloscope.
The amount of phase difference between the two signals
can be calculated from the resulting waveform.

6. AliCr the IF amplifiers accordingto the manufactuter's
specifications.

To make phase measurements, use the following
procedure(Refer to Fig. 3a).

4. Adjust the oscilloscope vertical and horizontal gain
controls for display similar to that shown in Fig.33A.

7. Move the probe to the demodulatoroutput. The "S"
curve should be displayed, and the 10.7 MHz "pip"
should appear exactly in the center (See Fig. 33B).

1. Using an audio sigral generator with a pure sinusoidal
sigral, apply a sine wave test sigral at the desired test
frequencyto the audio network being tested.

\
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Fig.33. Typical FM receiveraligrment set-up.
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Fig. 34. Typical phasemeasurementalignmentset-up.

NOTES
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PHASE SHIFT

90" OUT OF PHASE

Fig. 35. Typical phase measurementoscilloscopedisplays.
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CH8

2. Set the signalgeneratoroutput for the normal operating level of the circuit being tested. If desired,the
circuit's output may be observedon the oscilloscope.If
the test circuit is overdriven,the sine wave display on
the oscilloscopeis clipped and the signallevelmust be
reduced.
3. Connect the ChannelB probe to the output of the test
circuit.
4. Set the SWEEPTIME/CM control to CH B.
5. Connect the ChannelA INPUT probe to the input of
the test circuit. (The input and output test connections
to the vertical and horizontal oscilloscopeinputs may
be reversed.)

U N K N OWFR
N E qU E N C Y
TO V E R TIC A LIN P U T,
S TA N OA RFR
D E QU E N C Y
TO H OR
IZON TA Li N P U T

SEE
NOT E( ( t

sEENorE
/2OSt

6. Adjust the ChannelA and B gaincontrolsfor a suitable
viewingsize.
7. Some typical results are shown in Fig. 35. If the two
sjsrals are in plrase,the oscilloscopetrace is a straight
diagonal line. If the vertical and horizontal eain -are
properly adjusted,this line is at a 45o angle.
A 90' phase shift produces a circular oscilloscope
pattern.
Phase shift of les (or more) than 90o produces an
elliptical oscilloscopepattern. The amount of phase shift
can be calculated from the oscilloscopetrace ai shown in
Fi g. 36.
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Fig. 37. Lissajous waveforms used for frequency measurement.

SQUAREWAVE TESTING OF AMPLIFIERS
INTRODUCTION

H

6 -A
g

= PHASEANGLE

Fig. 36. Phaseshift calculation.

FREQUENCYMEASUREMENT
Procedure:
l. Connect the sine wave of known frequency to the
C-HB__INPUTjack of the oscilloscopeand set the
SWEEP.TIMEICM control to CH n. ftris provides
externalhorizontalinput.
2. Connectthe vertical input probe (CH A INpUT) to the
unknownfrequency.
3. Adjust the Channel A and B gain controls for a
convenient,easy-to-read
display.
4. thr resultingpattern, called a Ussajouspattern, shows
the ratio betweenthe two frequencies.S; Fig. j7.

A square wave generator and a low-distortion oscillo_
scope, such as this instrument, can be used to display
various types of distortion present in electronic circuiti. A
square.waveof a given frequency containsa large number
of odd harmonics of that frequency. If a 500i2 square
ya_v9_lsryj9ct9d into a circuir, frequency componenis of
1.5 kHz, 2.5 kHz,3.5 kHz, also are provided.Siricevacuum
tubes and transistorsare non-linear,it is difficult to amplify
and reproduce a squarewave which is identical to the iirpui
signal. Interelectrode capacitances,junction capacitanies,
stray capacitancesas well aslimited device and tiansformei
response are a few of the factors which prevent faithful
reproduction of
.a. square-wave sigral. A well-desigrred
a_mplltler can minimize the distortion caused by these
limitations.-.Poorly designed or defective amplifiirrs can
introduce distortion to the point where their performanci
is unsatisfactory.
As st^ated-before, a square wave contains a large
number of odd harmonics. By injecting a 500 Hz sine waie
t-ry9
amplifier, we can
.evaluite airplifier responseat
-3n only, but by injecting
500 Hz
a squarewave of ihe sami
Irequency we can determine how the amplifier would
ry_spondto input signalsfrom 500H2 up to the l5th or
2l st harmonic.
The need for squarewaveevaluationbecomesapparent
it' we realize that some audio amplifiers will be rbquired
4gtng normal use to passsimultaneouslya largenumber of
oltterent _lrequencies.With a square wave, we have a
controlled signal with which we can evaluateihe input and
output qual^ity of a signal of many frequenciis (the
.
.
harmonicsof the,square*ave)_which
ii what'the amplifier
sees when amplifying complex waveforms of musical
lnstrumentsor voices.
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The squarewave output of the signalgeneratormust be
extremely flat so that it does not contribute to any
distortion that may be observedwhen evaluating amplifier
response.The oscilloscopevertical input sttould be set to
DC as it will introduce the leastdistortion,especiallyat low
frequencies.When checking ampliher response,the frequency of the squarewave input shouldbe variedfrom the
low erd of the amplifier bandpassup toward the upperend
of the bandpass;however,':ecauseof the harmoniccontent
of the squarewave, distortion will occur before the upper
end of the amplifierbandpassis reached.
It should be noted that the actualresponsecheckof an
amplifier should be made ;.rsinga sine wave sigrral.This is
espicially important in limited bandwidth amplifiers(voice
wavesignalprovidesa quick checkariplifieis).
-amplifierfhe square
performance and will give an, estimate of
of
overall-amplifierquality. The squarewave also will reveal
some deficienciesnot readily apparentwhen using a sine
wave sigral. Whethera si-1,;waveor squarewaveis usedfor
testing[he amplifier,it is important that the manufacturer's
specificationson the amplifier be known in order to make a
better judgment of its perforrnance.
TESTING PROCEDURE(Refer to Fig. 38)
l. Connect the output of the squarewave generatorto
the input of the amplifier beingtested.
2. Connect the CH B test probe of the oscilloscopeto the
output of the amplifierbeingtested'

3. If the DC component of the circuit being tested is
sufficiently low to allow both the AC and DC
component to be viewed, use the DC position of the
AC-GNDDC switch. However,the AC position may be
used without affecting the results except at very low
frequencies(below 5 tlz).
4. Adjust the vertical gain control for a convenient
viewingheight.
5. Adjust the sweeptime control for one cycle of square
wavedisplayon the screen.
6. For a ciose-upview of a portion of the squarewave,
usethe 5X magrrification.
ANALYZING THE WAVEFOR-II{S
The short risetime which occursat the beginningof the
half-cycleis createdby the in-phasesum of all the medium
and high frequencysine wave components.The sameholds
true for the rapid drop at the end of the half-cyclefrom
maximum amplitude to zero amplitude at the 180- or
half-cycle point. Therefore, a theoretical reduction in
amplitude alone of the high frequencycomponentsshould
produce a rounding of the squarecornersat all four points
of one squarewavecycle (SeeFig. 39).
Distortion can be classified into three distinct
categories:
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Fig. 38. Equipmentset-upfor squarewavetestingof amplifiers.
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t . The first is frequency distortion and refers to the

change from norhal amplitude of a component of a
.otnil.^ waveform.In other words, the introduciion in
an amplifier circuit of resonantnetworks or selective
Iilters createdby combination of reactivecomPonents
will create peaks or dips in an otherwise flat frequency
responsecurve.
2. The second is non-linear distortion and refers to a
change in waveshapeproduced by application of the
waveshapeto non-linear components or elements such
as vacuum tubes, an iron core transformer, and in an
extreme case, a deliberate non-linear circuit such as a
clipper network.
3. The third is delay or phase distortion, which is
distortion produced by a shift in phasebetween one or
more componentsof a complex waveform.
Fig.39. Square wave responsewith high frequency
loss.

In actual practice a reduction in amplitude of a square
wave component (sinusoidalharmonic) is usually causedby
a frequency-selective network which includes capacity,
inductanceor both. The presenceofthe C or L introducesa
difference in phase angle between comPonents, creating
phase distortion or delay distortion. Therefore, in square
wavetesting of practical circuitry, we will usually {ind that
the distorted square wave includes a combination of
amplitude and phasedistortion clues.
In a typical wide band amplifier, a squarewave check
accurately reveals many distortion characteristics of the
circuit. The responseof an amplifier is indicated in Fig. 40'
revealing poor low-frequency response. along with over'
compensatedhigh-frequency boost. A l0O Hz squ,ue wave
applied to the input of this amplifier will appear as in Fig.
4lA. This figure indicates satisfactory medium frequency
response(approximately I kFIz fo 2 Wlz) but shows poor
low frequency response. Next, a l0O0 Hz squiue wave
applied to the input of this sameamplifier will appear as in
Fig. 41B. This figure displays good frequency responsein
the region of 1000 to 4000llz but clearly reveals the
overcompensationat the higher l0 kHz region by the sharp
rise at the top of the leading edgeof the squarewave.

Fig.40. Responsecurve of amplifier with poor low
and nlsn enos.

ro oH z
SOUARE
IAVE

Fie.41. Resultant100 Hz and I kHz squarewaves
f r o m a mp l i fi e ri n F i g .4 5 .

As a rule of thumb, it can be safely said that a square
wave can be usedto revealresponseand phaserelationships
up to the l5th or 20th odd harmonicor up to approximately 40 times the fundamental of the squarewave. Using this
rule of thumb, it is seen that rvide-band circuitry will
require at least a two-frequency check to properly analyze
the complete spectrum. ln the caseillustrated by Fig. 40, a
100 Hz square wave will encompass components up to
about 4000 FIz. To analyze above 4000 Hz and beyond
10,000 [Iz, a 1000 Hz squarewave should be satisfactory.
Now, the region between 100 Hz and 4000 Hz in Fig.40
shows a rise from poor low-frequency response to a
flattening out from beyond 1000 and 4000 Hz. Therefore,
we can expect that the higher frequency componentsin the
100 Hz square wave will be relatively normal in amplitude
and phasebut that the lower frequencycomponentsin this
same square wave,will be strongly modified by the poor
low-frequencyresponseof this amplifier. SeeFig. 41A.
If the combination of elementsin this amplifier were
such as to only depressthe low frequency components in
the square wave, a curve similar to Fig. 42 would be
obtained. However, reduction in amplitude to a component, as already noted, is usually causedby a reactive
element, causing,in turn, a phasestrift of the component,
producing the strong tilt of Fig. 4lA. Fig. 43 revealsa
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Fxl OUT-OF.PHASE

Fig.42. Reduction of square wave fundamental
frequencycomponentin a tuned circuit.

Fig. 45. Tilt resultingfrom phaseshift of fundamental
trequencyin a laggingdirection.
gaphical developmentof a similarly tilted squarewave. The
tilt is seen to be causedby the strong influence of the
phase-shifted3rd harmonic. It also becomesevident that
very slight shifts in phase are quickly shown up by tilt in
the squarewave.
Fig. 44 indicatesthe tilt in squarewaveshapeproduced
by a l0' phaseshift of a low-frequencyelementin a leading
direction. Fig. 45 indicates a 10' phase strift in a lowl
frequency component in a laggingdirection. The tilts are
opposite in the two casesbecauseof the difference in
polarity of the phase angle in the two casesas can be
checkedthrough algebraicaddition of components.
Fig. 45 indicateslow-frequencycomponentswhich have
been reduced in amplitude and shifted in phase.It will be
noted that theseexamplesof low-frequencydistortion are
characterizedby changein shapeof the flat top portion of
the squarewave.

Fig. 43. Squarewavetilt resultingfrom 3rd harmonic
phaseshift.

FXI OUT OF PHASE (LEAD)

Fig. ,14. Tilt resultingfro.mphaseshift of fundamental
frequencyin a leadingdirection.
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Fig. 46. low-frequency componentlossand phase
shift.
Fig. 4lB, previouslydiscussed,
revealedhigh-frequency
overshoot produced by rising amplifier responseat th-e
higher frequencies. It should again be noted that this
overshoot makes itself evident at the top of the leading
edge of the squarewave.This characteristicrelationshipii
explained by remembering that in a normal well-shaped
squarewave,the sharprise ofthe leadingedgeis createdby
the summationof a practicallyinlinite number of harmonic
components. If an abnormal rise in amplifier response
occursat high frequencies,the high-frequencycomponents
in the square wave will be amplified disproportionately
greaterthan other componentscreating a higher algebraic
sum alongthe leadingedge.

Fig. 47. Effect of high-frequency boost andpoor
damping.

Fig. 48. Effect of high-frequencyboost urd good
damping.

Fig. 47 indicates high-frequency boost in an amplifier
accompaniedby a lightly damped "shock" transient.The
sinusoidal type of diminishing oscillation along the top of
the squarewaveindicatesa transient oscillation in a relatively
high "Q" network in the amplifier circuit. In this case,the
suddentransition in the squarewavepotential from a sharply
rising, relatively high-frequencyvoltage, to a level value of
low-frequencyvoltage,suppliesthe energyfor oscillationin

A. Frequency distortion. (cmplitude
reduction ol low lrequency component). No phcse shilt.

Low lrequency phose shill.

G.

High lrequency
shiIt.

loss

ond

phose

the resonant network. If this network in the amp'lifier is
reasonably heavily damped, then a single cycle transient
oscillationmay be producedas indicatedin Fig. 48.
Fig. 49 summarizes the preceding explanations and
servesasa handy reference.

B. Ipw frequency boost (occentuoted lundamentol).

E. Iow lrequency
shilt.

H.

Domped

loss ond phose

qscillollon

C. Hiqh lrequency
shiIt.

loss-No

pbare

High lrequency loss ond low trcquency phose shilt.

Low lrequency phose shilt (trcco
thickend by hum-voltoge).

Fig. 49. Summary of waveform analysisfor squarewave testing of amplifiers.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The block diagam, Fig. 50, outlines the circuit
breakdown of the oscilloscope.Circuit detailsare obtained
by referenceto the schematicdiagram.

Q120, which amplifies the signal to the levelsrequired to
drive the vertical deflection platesof the CRT. VRl05 is a
DC balancecontrol, while VRIOI and TCll3 are highfrequencycompensationadjustments.

GENERAL
Basically, the oscilloscopeconsists of two identical
vertical preamplifiers,each havingits own input Attenuator
network. The outputs of the vertical preamplifierscan be
switched, as desired,into the main vertical amplifier. The
switching of the CH A and CH B preamplifiersis determined by the position of the MODE switch and MODE
LOGIC. The main vertical amplifier feedsthe VERTICAL
OUTPUT AMPLIFIER, which drivesthe verticaldeflection
plaresof the cRT.
Horizontal deflection is provided by the horizontal
amplifier. Drive to the horizontal amplifier is furnishedby
calibrated sweep speedcircuits or by the signal from the
CH B preamplifierwhen X-Y operationis selected.
All supply voltagesare fully regulatedand a DC-to-DC
converter provides a regulated,2kV, acceleratedpotential
to the CRT.
VERTICAL PREAMPLIFIERS
Channel A and Channel B preamplifiers contain
identical circuitry and circuit operation is the same for
both. CH A will be describedbelow.
The vertical preamplifier consistsof dual FET input
transistorQl0l which forms a balanceddifferential amplifier with output sigrralsof oppositepolarity. VRl0l is the
side panel DC BAL control. Emitter followersQ103 and
Ql04 drive the differentialamplifier Ql05 and QI06. Stage
gain is changed in the emitters of Ql05 and Ql06 to
provide gains of 5,2, and l. The front panel POSITION
'control VRl02 providesa DC componentto move the trace
verticallyacrossthe screen.
Transistor array ICl0l
MODE LOGIC circuitry.

is turned on or off by the

Trigger amplifier Ql07 and Ql08 buffers the signal
from IClOl and deliversthe signalto the triggeramplifier.
MODE LOGIC
The mode of operation (CH A, CH B, and DUAL) is
controlled by ICl03 and ICl04. When CH A is selectedby
the front panel MODE switch, the Q output of ICl03 goes
LOW, turning on the CH A preamplifier and trigger
amplifier. When CH B is selectedthe Q output of ICl03
goes low turning on the CH B preamplifier_andtrigger
amplifier. When DUAL is selectedthe Q and Q outputs of
ICl03 are switched on and off at a 200 kHz rate for the
CHOPPED mode, and after each sweep when in
ALTERNATE mode: When in DUAL, the CH A trigger
amplifier is turned on, providing a trigger sigtal to the
sweepcircuits.
Whenthe SWEFPTIME/CM switch is in CH B position,
the CH B triggeramplifier sigral is appliedto the horizontal
amplifier.
VERTICAL AMPLIFIER
The selectedsigral from the preamplifiersis applied to
the vertical output stageconsistingof transistorsQl13 to
38

TRIGGER CIRCUIT
The trigger source,either CH A or CH B, is selectedby
MODE switch 5105. Selecting either CH A or DUAL
enablestriggeramplifierQl07 and Q108,and CH B enables
trigger amplifier Ql27 and Q128. The trigger amplifier
output is fed thru transistorswitch Q313. Q3l3 is turned
on in all positionsof the SWEEPTIME/CM switch except
CH B.
SYNC AMPLIFIER AND INVERTER
Source switch 5303 selectseither INTERNAL (from
preamplifiers) or EXTERNAL triggering. The trigger signal
is then fed to differential amplifier IC305. Either the
inverted (SLOPE-) or non-inverted (SLOPE+) signal is
selectedby SYNC switch 5304. LEVEL control VR3l0
addsa DC COMPONENTto the output of IC305.

SYNC SEPARATOR
the outputof 1C305is
When VIDEO* or - is selected,
of Q320
routedto the SYNC SEPARATORcircuitconsisting
and Q319. Q320 is held at cutoff by a negativevoltage
valueofthe
to an average
acrossC332corresponding
developed
pulsesdrive Q320 out of cutoff.
input signal. Positive-going
The output of Q320 correspondsto the sync tips of the composite video signal.
Whenin the FRAME positionsof the SWEEPTIME/CM
switch(.lms to .5 sec),Q319is on; this allowsC33l to hlterout
the horizontalsync pulses,permittingonly vertical sync pulses
to passto the sweepcircuit. In the LINE positions,50irSECto
lpSEC, Q319 is turned off, removingC33l and allowing
horizontalsync pulsesto passto the sweepcircuit.

SWEEPCIRCUIT
The trigger signal passesthru emitter follower Q303,
and to the SCHMITT TRIGGER circuit consistingof two
gatesof IC303. The output pulsesfrom IC303 clock the
SWEEPCONTROL flip-flop IC30l. On the negativeedgeof
the clock waveform, the Q output of IC30l goes low,
turning off Q307 to initiate the sweep.
TransistorsQ308 and Q309 and the timing capacitors
and resistors selected by the SWEEP TIME/CM switch,
form a MILLER INTEGRATING circuit to providea linear
ramp voltage.The sweepramp from the collector of Q309
is fed to the holdoff circuit IC302 and IC303.
As soon as the Q output of IC30l goeslow, the reset
of IC30l is held low by IC303 to exclude any new clock
pulsesuntil the sweepramp is terminated.Whenthe sweep
ramp exceedsthe level set by VR309 (SWEEPLENGTH),
IC 302 placesa low on the set input of IC30l. A low on the
set input forcesthe Q output of IC30l high which turns on
Q307, terminatingthe sweep.
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AUTO SWEEP

CHOPPINGOSCILLATOR

Transistors Q304, Q305, and Q306 form the AUTO
SWEEPcircuit. When the trigger level control is pulled out
(AUTO) and no sigral is present at the trigger amplifier,
C303 chargesand turns Q306 on, this placesa low on the
reset of IC30l and allows a sweep to recirculate at a rate
determined by the resistor and capacitor selected by the
SWEEPTIME/CM switch. When a trigger signalis present,
transistors Q3O4 and Q305 dischargeC303, turning Q306
off and enabling the sweep to trigger on the incoming
sipal.

Two NAND gates from 1C304 and IC305 form a
20Okllz CHOPPINGOSCILLATOR activaredin the CHOp
positions of the swEEP TIME/CM switch when DUAL is
selected. IC3O4 provides a pulse for blanking the trace
during retraceand when chopping.

TransistorsQ30l and Q302 provide a 60 Hz square
wave. VR30l adjuststhe amplitude of the CAL SIGNAL.

HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER

POWER SI.JPPLY

The sweep ramp from the collector of Q309 is applied
thru VR306 (timing adj.) to the input of the horizontal
amplifier consistingof Q314, Q315, Q317, and Q318.
VR305 is a horizontal centeringadjustment and VR3 is the
horizontal position control.
When in the X-Y mode, transistorQ3l3 is turned off
thru IC303 and the CHB signal is applied to both Q3l2
and the horizontal amplifier. The output of transistors
Q3l7 and Q318 is applied to the horizontal deflection
plates of the cRT. vR303 is the X5 magnification
adjustment and VR304 is the magnification centering
adjustment.

The power supply provides all voltages necessaryfor
operating the oscilloscope.

I VOLT CAL SIGNAL

Regulatedoutput voltagesof +10, and -8, and +5 are
provided for all logic and amplifier circuits. Amplifier
output stagesrequirethe 180V.
The acceleratingvoltage for the CRT is derived from a
DC-to-DC converter consisting of Ql42 and T101. The
output of T10l is rectified and filtered and applied thru
voltagedividers to the CRT. A portion of the high voltageis
fed to a regulatorcircuit consistingof Q129 and Ql30 to
provide a constant acceleratingpotential under var.ied
operatingconditions.

MAINTENANCE AND CALIBRATION
High voltageup to 2000voltsis presenton the CRT andvertical amplifier& powersupplyboardwhenthe oscilloscope
is
operating.Up to 180volts dc is presenton the sweepboard.
Line voltage(120 or 240 VAC) is presenton the vertical
amplifier& powersupplyboard,powertransformer,and the
POWER on-off switchany time the oscilloscope
is connected
to an ac power source,evenif turned off. Always observe
cautionwhenthe housingis removedfrom the unit. Contacting exposedhigh voltagecouldresultin fatal electricshock.

HOUSING REMOVAL
l. Remove6 screws;2 on left side, 2 on right side,and 2
on top.
2. Lift coveroff scope.
2 4 O V A C O P E R AT ION
l. Removehousingfrom scope.
2. Removeplug from Pl0l.
3. Rotate plug I 80" and reinserton Pl0l .
4. Replace0.7A fine with 0.3A fuse.
5. Replacehousing.
The calibration adjustments outlined here are those
which can be performed with a minimum of specializedtest
equipment. Additional intemal adjustmentsof frequency
compensationand horizontal sweeplinearity should not be
attempted without complete service information and
specified test equipment. Requests for complete service
information for this oscilloscopeshould be addressedto:
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SERVICE DEPARTMENT
B & K.PRECISIONTEST EQUIPMENT
DYNASCAN CORPORATION
2815 W. Irving Park Road
Chicago,Illinois 60618
Internal adjustmentsoutlined in the calibration procedurecan be locatedby reference
to Fig.5l and 52.
CRT ROTATION ADJUSTMENT
1. Loosen two screwson rear panelwith adjustmentslots.
2. Grasp cover and rotate to aligr horizontal trace with
horizontal graticule line.
3. Tighten two screws.
DC BALANCE ADJUSTMENT
l. Adjust controls to obtain a horizontal trace. (CH A or

cH B).

2. Adjust i pOStfION control to center the trace
verticallyon the CRT.
3. Rotatethe VOLTS/CM switchfrom lV/CM to 2V/CM to
5VICM while observingthe trace.
4. If the trace moves vertically more than 5mm while
performing STEP 3, adjust the CH A or CH B DC BAL
(side panel screwdriveradjustment)so that the vertical
movement of the trace does not exceed 5mm whiie
performingSTEP3.
VERTICAL GAIN ADJUSTMENT
The following adjustmentsshould be attemptedonly if
a square wave generator with l% or belter amplitude
accuracyis available.
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Fig. 5l' calibration diagram,vertical amplifier and power supply board.

hocediue
1. SetCH A and CH B VOLTS/CMswitchto .OIV/CM.
2. Apply I kHz squarewave of 50mV peak-to-peakinto
CH A input connector.Set mode switch to CH A.
3. Adjust VRl03 for exactly 5 cm of deflectionon CRT.
4. Repeatsteps2 and 3 for CHB and adjustVRl13 for
5cm deflection.
HORIZONTAL POSITION ADJUSTMENT
l. Set <>POSITION control to the mechanicalcenterof
rotation.

2. Set SWEEPTIME/CM switch to lmS/CM.
3. Adjust VR305 so that the line on the scope is
horizontally centeredon CRT.
4. Tum the <>POSITION control full CW and CCW.The
amount of deflection in both directionsshould be a
minimum of 4 cm.
ASTIGMATISM ADJUSTMENT
l. Rotate SWEEPTIME/CM switch to EXT H. position.
2. Adjust FOCUS control and VRl06 (ASTIG.) for a
small,bright spot with INTENSITY set at midrange.
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Fig. 52. Calibration diagram,horizontal amplifier board.
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WARRANTYSERVICEINSTRUCTIONS
instructionmanualfor
i. Referto the MAINTENANCEsectionof your B & K-Precision
that may be applicable.
adjustments
proceduresdo not correct the problemyou are experiencing
2. If the above-mentioned
with your unit, pack it sicurely (preferablyin the originalcarton or double-packed).
Deliverto,
the problemand includeyour nameand address.
Enclosea letter describing
or ship PREPAID (UPS preferred) to the nearestB & K-Precisionauthorizedservice
agency(seelist enclosedwith unit).
If your list of authorizedB & K-Precisionserviceagencieshas been misplaced,contact
your local distributorfor the nameof your nearestserviceagency,or write to:
ServiceDeprtment
ProductGroup
B & K-Precision
DYNASCAN CORPORATION
28 l5 Westlrving ParkRoad
Chicago,Illinois 60618

LIMITED ONE-YEARWARRANTY
DYNASCAN CORPORATTON warrants to the original purchaser that its B & K-PRECISION
product, and the component parts thereof, will be free from defects in workmanship and materials for
a period of one year from the date of purchase.
DYNASCAN will, without charge, repair or replace, at its option,defective product or component
parts upon delivery to an authorized B & K-PRECISION service contractor or the factory service
department, accompanied by proof of the date of purchase in the form of a salesreceipt.
To obtain warranty coverage, this product must be registered by completing and mailing the
e n c l o se d wa r r a n ty r e g istr a tio n ca r d to D Y N A S C A N , B & K -P R E C IS ION , P .O. B ox 35080, C hi cago,
Illinois 60635 within five (5 days) from the date of purchase.
Exclusions: This warranty does not apply in the event of misuse or abuse of the product or as a
result of unauthorized alterations or repairs. It is void if the serial number is altered' defaced or
removed.
DYNASCAN shall not be liable for any consequential damages, including without limitation
damages resulting from loss of use. Some states do not allow limitation of incidental or consequential
damages,so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.
This warranty gives you specific rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to
s t a t e.
I.o r yo u r co n ve n ie n o ewr ) su g g e styou contact your B & K -P R E C IS ION di stri butor, w ho may be
authorized to make repairs or can refer you to the nearest service contractor. If warranty scrvice
c a n n o t b e o b ta in e d lo ca lly, p le a sese n d t he uni t to B & K -P R E C IS ION S ervi ceD epartment,23l 5 West
lrving Park Road, Chicago, Illinois 60618, properly packaged to avoid damage in shipment.
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OMIONAL ACCESSORIES

The following B & K-PRECISIONaccessories
are avail- MODEL PR-37 DELUXE PROBE
ableto complementyour Model 1476Oscilloscope.

The B & K-PRECISION Model PR-37 deluxe probe is
designedfor use with wideband oscilloscopesto I0O MHz. The
MODEL LC-74 PROTECTIVE COVER
PR-37 is a slim-body probe of precision lightweight construction.
A three-positionswitch select l0:l or direct modes,or a
This rugged grained leatherettecover providesconvenienceand protectionwhentransporting
the oscilloscope. referenceposition that grounds the tip through a 9M resistor.
The 52" coaxial cable is extremelyflexible. AccessoriesincludA handypocketprovidesstowagefor probes.
ed with the PR-37 are a spring-loadedretractabletip cover, insulating tip BNC tip adapter,IC tip and an insulatedcompensaMODEL RM.I4 RACK MOI.JNTINGKIT
tion capacitor adjustmenttool. The insulatingtip is designedfor
probing dense solid-statecircuitry with no danger of shorting
This kit includes everything needed to mount the
oscilloscopein
standard 19" rack, including panel, nearby components.

a
hardware,and completeinstructions.

INSTRUMENT CONNECTING CABLES
The following B & K-PRECISION cables,which may
be purchasedseparately,may be usefulfor connectingyour
oscilloscopedirectly to other equipment:
Model CC-41.36' RG/58U with a BNC connectoron
eachend.

The BNC adapter tip converts the probe tip into a push-on
BNC fitting, ideal for interface with test points or output jacks.
The IC tip guidesthe probe contact into any pin of i standard
DIP, making it almost impossibleto short two pins of an IC.
The PR-37 is available in both grey and red colors. probes of
different colors are particularly useful with a dual-trace scope
for instant identificationof the channel to which a orobe is connected. The PR-37 and accessoriescome in convenientzippered
vinyl case. Model PR-37G is grey and PR-37R is red.

Model CC-42. 36' RG/58U with BNC connectorand
UHF connector(PL-259).
Model CC-43. 36" RG/58U with BNC connectorand
bananaplugs.
Model CC-44. 36" RG/58U connector and coaxial
microphoneconnector.
Model CC-45.36' RG/58U with BNC connectorand
type N connector.
MODEL PR.32 RF DEMODULATOR PROBE
This probe permits display and analysisof the modulation envelope of RF signals to 250MHz C6dB @
25OMHz). Input impedanceis 30kO minimum, shunted
by 4.5 pF maximum. Internal shielding protects against
stray RF pickup.
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